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CHAPTR.l1 I 
IHTRODUCTION 
VIe think of social studies in Grade II. as those experiences with 
the social and physical environment that the individual has and through 
whi ch he may be led to understandings, know1edges, skills, habits, at-
titudes and appreciations necessary for intelli gent living . The teacher 
must pl an a progra.'TI. which provides for gr ovvth in personal and social 
living . 
Basal reading materials in the second grade give the dhild an op-
portunity to de~elop a Yride variety of skills and abilities needed for 
reading tod.ay. The vvri ter was interested in f inding material which 
mi ght be used f or teaching th~ social studies . 
Therefore, the purpose of this s tudy is to analyze the second grade 
books of seven basal reading series for material which mi ght be used to 
teach social studies concepts in a second gr ade . 
It is the vvriter's pur pose to showv.,rhat the basal r eading series 
contain concerninc; social studies situations and understandings. 
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CIL.~PTER II 
Sillv1MARY OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
SU1vt:·::ARY OF RESElL"ftCH 
The primary objectives of the social studies in the second grade 
are to give the child an understanding of' how people live and get along 
together, that people are interdependent, and to inculcate in him lines 
of conduct which will make him a bett er citizen . The social studies 
attempt to hel p the child to mature in his understandings of and par-
tici pation in those social groupings of which he is a member, such as 
the family, the school, the neighborhood, and the co~munity. Today, 
the school must contribute to the well-rounded devel opment of the child. 
Therefore, i t must think not only of the intellectual, but also of the 
physical, social, and emotional growth of the chil d . This growth is 
determined by the experiences which the child has . It is the teacher 's 
responsibility to enri ch and make more meaningful the child 1 s environ-
ment by making it possibl e f or the child t o enjoy a vari ety of ex:_:Jer-
iences vrhi ch vrill r esult in the desired types of growth . Many of these 
experi ences can be obtained t hrough the reading program. 
According to 1William s . Gr ay 
The chief purposes of basic instruction ar e to stimulate 
keen interest in l earning to read, to extend and enrich 
experiences of children through r eading, to arouse keen 
interest i n personal r eading, and to develop the common 
understandi ngs , attitudes, and skills needed i n reading 
for pl easur e and information. 
1 William S. Gray. National Society f or the Study of Education, 
Reading in the Elementary School, Forty- ei ghth Yearbook, 1949, Part II, 
The National Society for the Study of Education, Chicago, I llinois , 
p . 238 
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1 Huggett and Millard state: 
The purposes of teaching reading is not only to teach 
children to read, but to provide them with a useful 
skill by which they may learn to live better, to come 
to a deeper understanding of life, and to enjoy and 
enrich life to a greater degree. Stated broadly, its 
purpose is to further individual and social develop-
ment. 
2 According to .\rthur I. Gates : 
Reading, -in short, involves the whole person . It 
leads to facts, ideas, convictions, feelings, emotions, 
attitudes, purposes and actions. It must introduce 
the child to many kinds of reading materials; it must 
bring to him many t3~es of information; it must open 
up many areas of fruitful e1>..rperience. It should, more-
over, foster many worthy forms of growth, such as self-
control, ability to plan individually, ability to co-
operate Ydth others, desire and ability to contribute 
to the welfare of others, etc. Learning to read, in 
short, should be made a vital means of broadening and 
enriching the child's life. 
3fu.mett A. Betts writes as follows: 
One of the reasons for reading and listening is to 
acquire information. However, to be a critical reader, 
an intelligent reader, or just a good reader, the child 
must take considerable experience to the reading matter . 
For example, a city child may have heard the words barn, 
windmill, and pump, but if he has never seen one or a 
picture of one, his ideas may be far from reality. 
Reading is a double-barreled proposition involving both 
language and facts, or experience. Hence, the teacher 
should never, never truce for grru1ted an accurate back-
ground of experience on the part of the child. 
AJ.bert J. Huggett al"ld Cecil V. 1Jiillard. Growth and Learning in the 
Elementary School, D. c. Baath and Compru1y, Bo-ston, 1946, p. 115' · 
2 Arthur I . Gates. The New Work..;.Play Books, General Manual, T'ne Mac-
millan Company, New York, 1946, P• 273 · 
3Ennnett Albert Betts. Found~tions of Reading Instruction vdth Em-
phasis on Differentiated Guidance, American Book Company, New York, 
1946, p . 494 
r 
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In many schools today the basal reader approach to systematic 
reading instruction is used. 
Accordin to 1David H. Russell 
l ost modern s eries of readers are developed around 
four ma:in principles which are related to child 
growth and development. 
1. A basic series provides continuity of growth in 
reading habits, skill, and attitudes through care-
fully graded series of reading materials. 
2. A basic series provides a 11ide variety of reading 
activities which are fundamental bases for the many 
reading situations in the modern school program. 
3. A basic series provides a complete organization 
of reading experiences. 
4. A basic series provides a content of important 
ideas essential to school and other activities. 
2 
Although Russell sees many advantages in the use of the basic 
series, he is also avrare of the dangers in the use of a basic series. 
However, he emphasizes that once those dangers are recognized, they 
may be avoided by careful planning, as follows : 
1. The children of any one class cannot all profit 
by the same book of a basic series. Schools must be 
careful to provide basic r 2aders on dif ferent levels 
of difficulty . 
2 . basic series of readers caru1ot capitalize upon 
the community environment of a particu~ar school or 
the interesting news events which occur every week. 
The teacher must be careful to ext end the reading 
program beyond basic books by using materials of 
conm1unity and current i nterest, thus stimulating -----..:....:::.=~ 
~avid H. Russell. 11 The Basic Reading Program in the Modern School, 11 
Gin~ and Company Contributions In Reading, No. 1, Gi nn and Company, 
Boston, p. 2 
II 2Ibid . P • 3 
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her pupils to read mat erials Lmportant to them. 
3. A basic series of readers should not be used to 
make reading something apart f rom the rest of the 
school prograi11. Reading is not so much getting ex-
periences from the printed page as bringing exper-
ience to it. Therefore, ·. reading materials and sit-
uations must be related to the other activities of 
the children. 
4. A basic series of readers may not provide all the 
reading situations needed by some children. If one 
accepts reading as involving something more than 
word symbols, grovrth in such abilities must ordin-
arily be encouraged in ways outside a basic series 
of books. 
1Guy L. Bond considers the basal reader to be of sufficient impor-. 
tance to constitute the core of the reading activities in the primary 
grades. He says, 
It is des i gned to give the foundations necessary for 
reading in all fields . There are in the basal readers 
introductory passages of science, of social studies, 
of literary materials, and of nlunber stories. In these, 
interests in all fields are awakened and here is _,given 
specific training in reading the mat erials in each 
field. 
In addition, 2Bond states, 11Basal readers are sets of reading ex-
periences carefully prepared to encourage the unfolding abilities and 
to develop reading vocabulary without the unnecessary hazard an un-
controlled vocabulary carries. 11 
1Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner. Teaching the Child to Read, The 
Macwillan Company, New York, 1950, p. 197 
2I bid. p. 196 . 
5 
In regard to basic readers, 1~.1artha J. Cottrell has this to e.ay: 
The basic readers of today are based upon years of 
study and research. The content of the books is 
closely related to the child's experiences. The 
readers have unit organization around which class-
room activities may be centered. The controlled 
vocabulary is repeated again and again and maih-
tained from level to level. A gradual systematic 
development of skills makes the child 1 s gro·wth in 
reading a pl easg.nt experience. 
2Gertr:ude Hildreth speaks in favor of the basic reader series. 
She cornments that 
Within the past few years both the character and the 
use of books in basic reading series have changed. · 
A high degree of technical skill goes into the prep-
aration of the better basic reading series. The 
units in a series are sequentially graded with re-
spect to vocabulary and content. The books contain 
attractive story material, good illustrat ions, read-
iness ac tivities, check exercises. 
3Emmett .A . Betts has this to add to a discussion of basal readers: 
In most basal readers, thestories are grouped into 
larger units. This grouping reduces the amount of 
time required to insure a sufficient background of 
information on the part of the children for the read-
ing of a given story . 
4He continues : 
Stori es are grouped in each book aroru1d a common 
center of i nterest, theme, or topic. For example, 
three to seven stories may be grouped under the 
--------
1Martha J. Cottrell. "Essential Equipment For Basic Instruction In 
Reading and In the Primary Grades," Basic Instruction in Reading in 
Elementary and Hi gh Schools , Supplementary Educational J1onogr a.ph, No. 65 
The University of Chicago Press, (October, 1948), p . 106 
2Gertrude Hildreth •. "Reading Programs In the Earl y Pri mary Period," 
Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-eighth Yearbook, Part II, 
The National Society For the Study of Education, The University of Chi-
cago Press, Chicago, 1949, p. 78 
3Emmett A. Betts. 
Book Company, Boston, 
==*===~4~~~· ·~42~6~-======~~=~============ 
Foundations of Reading Insteuction, American 
l9Ii6, p. Ii9Ii 
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heading of Circus Stories, Our llnimal Friends, In 
The Country, In Town, Foods from East and West, and 
so on. This organization of content is indicated 
in the table of contents. Pupil attention should 
be called to this unit, or topical grouping of 
stories when the unit is undertru{en and each story 
should be relatedto the total unit as it is devel-
oped. As a result, the pupils shoul d be able to 
make better use of the table of contents and they 
should be better oriented regarding the sequence of 
events . 
Although there seem to be reasonable arguments in favor of a basal 
re.e.der, 1celia B. Stencner claims that a cursory analysis of the basal 
reader reveals mru1y defects. In the first place, she says that the 
words used in a basal reader are dravm from one of the frequency lists. 
She points out that the most commonly used words tend to be colorless, 
uninteresting ones like, nis," 11was , 11 11were,n 11 there," which are very 
difficult for children to learn. Similarly, words which c:re full of 
meaning and easy to remember like "roller skates, 11 11monkey, 11 11 doll 
carriage," etc . are not included in fr.equency lists. 
In the second place, she says that the reading experience whidh 
the basal reader gives the children is limited in many ways . 
2c. DeWitt Boney present s a most significant argu.ment against the· 
basal reading proeram. In a study made of the progress of the extensive 
reading pro gram in a number of schools, his dat a showed that the stand-
a.rdized test scores vYere equal to or above the attainments made when the 
basal readers ·were used . He contends that indivi dual needs cannot be 
1celia Burns Stendler. HThe Ritual of Primary Reading," Elementary 
English Review, (March, 1948 ), No. j , Vol. 25, P• 155 
2c. Delihtt Boney . rtBasal Readers , rr The Elementary English Review, 
(April, 1938) , No. 4, Vol. 15, P• 133-137 
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met through the use of a single basal text even with a small gr oup of 
children. 
1Russell is right when he surmnarizes reading as fol1ows: 
The modern point of view sees r eading not as a group 
of skills but as a part of the wel1-r ounded develop-
ment of children and adults. The complete reading 
act , similarly, is not limited to perception and in-
terpretation of symbols; it is perception plus under-
standing, plus interpretation, plus use. 
We regard reading and thinking as f unctiona1ly related. 2Lyman 
expresses this view very well when he states that 
'fhe activities of readi:>:1g, of thinking, and of s.tudying 
are considered as three aspects of the one process by 
which we learn to use material s which we find in 
printed f 0rrn. All are activities of the mind . \i"e 
read serious books to get ideas; we think about them 
to see what these ideas mean; we study ideas and 
their meanings, endeavoring to make them our permanent 
possessions and to get ready to use them in problems 
of our own. 
3saale stresses experience as an important factor in reading . 
The pupil reads not only Yn th his eyes, but with ex-
periences . The sine qua nonof reading is meaning or 
understanding . But understanding is an active process 
~hich requires an association of meaningful experience 
~~th the printed symbols. Words merely stand for, or 
represent things, facts, or experiences. Only as words 
are related to human experience and previous knowledge 
are they capable of stimulating the learner to recog-
nize the mecn ing intended. From his experience, the 
student must develop his 1.mderstandings of the material 
he reads. 
lnavid Hl Russ ell. "Reading and Child Development,n Basic Instruc-
tion In Reading In El ementary And High Schools, Supplementary Education-
al Monographs, No. 65, The University of Chicago Press, (October, 1948), 
p . 8 
2 R. L. Lyman. The :Mind at Work, Scott, Foresman and Company, Chi-
cago, 1924, p . 14 
3 Charles W. Siaale. "Claremont Col1ege Reading Conference," Fifteenth 
Yearbook , Claremont College Curriculum Laboratory, Cl aremont, Cali for-
nia, (1950) , P • 19 
8 
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1Betts further emphasizes the ;¥mportance of experience when he 
points out: 
Reading is a 11 taldng to 11 process. An individual 
understands what he reads when he takes a lot of 
experience to the printed page. In the primary 
grades, it is necessary for the child to t ake a 
good background of concrete, or direct, exper-
iences to his r eading . A background of exper-
iences with facts and vrith language is essential 
to comprehension. The ability to interpret and to 
~~derstand what is read is based on direct exper-
ience. Superimposed on this direct experience is 
vicarious, or indirect experience. 
2chall tested the principle t hat the meaning a reader gets from the 
printed page depends upon the meaning he brings to it. The f indings 
resulting from this small experiment point to the fact that the reading 
process is, in a sense, a circle. She says: 
We read in order to gain experience, and yet we get more out 
of reading if we have more experience. It is the teacher's 
duty to supply a background for t he reading to become mean-
ingfu~. She must use all forms of experience to make the 
printed page real for the pupil. 
The modern school is concerned yfith the whole child. This means 
that the child has men.tal, emotional, physical, aesthetic and social 
needs which must all be met by the shhool 1 s program of experiences. 
One way of meeting these needs is through the units of work. The units 
offer a splendi d opportunity to provide a wide variety of experiences. 
1op. cit. p . 96 
2 Jeanne 
Ability, 11 
Ohio State 
S. Chall. 11 The Influence of Previous Knowledge On Reading 
Educational Research Bulletin, College of Education, 'I'he 
University, Vol. 26, (December, 1947), p. 225-246 
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1Nila B. Smith reiterates: 
It is the r esponsibility of the primary teacher 
to begin to orient her pupils to life about them. 
Children must know about the various life activities 
which provide the family with the fo od, clothing, 
shelter, and recreation; to know something of the 
ways in which men earn their livilhg, and to become 
aware of the .natural and physical world. 
This can be accomplished throuGh the teaching of the social studies 
While teaching reading, the teacher has a great opportunity to teach the 
social studies. 
The social studies us1.wlly follow a unit organization. "The pur-
pose of the 1.mi t, 11 says 2vYesley, 11is to effect a change in a pupil 's be-
havior, in his attitudes, understanding, information, interests, in his 
whole pattern of conduct. It is coJTLrnon to ·stress understanding and the 
modifying effect it has on behavior ." 
3r.t:ehl, lV:ills and Douglas contend that teachers are not so effective 
in developing the ideals and a t ti tudes which are desired outcomes of 
school experience . He says that ideals and attitudes are very powerful 
determiners of behavior. 
Since the attitude and behavior of the pupil in a real situation 
is of utmost i mportance, it is the responsibility of the school to 
bring about their formation. The existence of our democratic society 
is dependent upon the correct attitude and behavior. 
1Nila Banton Smi th . "Trends and Applicat;Lons in Primary ReadiEg, 11 
Reading A Tool For Learning, Association For Childhood Education, 
Washington, D. C., (1938), p . 20 
2Edgar Bruce Wesley. Teaching Social Studies in Elementary Schools , 
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1946, p . 165 
3Marie A. Mehl, Hubert H. Mills, Harl R. Douglas. in Ele-
1 0 
I 
I 
I 
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L. Chase emphasi~es that the type of behavior and attitude of 
mind achieved by elementary school children in our schools today ·will, 
in very large measure, condition the future of the nation tomorrow. He 
points out that 
A type of behavior and attitude of mind are learned 
and developed through many experiences frequently re-
peated with resulting satisfactions or disappointments. 
Children must become sensitive to democratic social 
values through face-to-face e~eriences with them. 
Teaching and learning the ways of democracy are inter-
woven through and around the complete school and out-
of-school life of every child. 
An understanding of democracy is something to be devel-
oped, not given. Opportun.ities for and experiences in 
earning it must be provided, by teachers whose own 
actions show that they have a strong devotion to demo-
cratic values, in schools that are established upon 
democratic principles. 
The social studies should be selected and so organized that they 
serve the needs of the child as well as the needs of our democratic 
society. 
2wrightstone agrees with other authors in his summary: 
In order to achieve the growth of democratic per-
sonalities, the objective of the social studies 
curriculum must be formulated so as to provide 
guidance for pupil growth in essential concepts, 
skills, interests, attitudes, powers of critical 
thinking and personal social adaptability. 
~rv . Linwood Chase . "Democratic Living, " 1]\fartime Social Studies in 
the Elementary School, Curriculum Series: No. 3, The National Council 
for the Social Studies, (September, 1943) , p . 16 
2 Jacob 1'!ayne Wrightstone and Doak S . Campbell. Social Studies and th 
.American Way of Life, Row Peterson and Company, New York, 19 2, p. l 
=-~= -----
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1 Clouser and 11:illik§n believe that the follovving attitudes, ideals, 
social habits and appreciations can be developed in the primary grades: 
~Qllingness to share materials, 
respecting ideas of others of the group 
deferring to the general vdsh of the group 
using forms of courtesy, 
doing his part, 
being orderly and appreciating the advantage of orderliness, 
appreciation of being clean, 
the habit of cleanliness, 
assuming responsibility f or property oft he ~:roup, 
using materials economically, 
kindness to dumb ani mals , 
obedience to signals and to those in authority, 
holdinG to a conrrnon interest, 
using time advantageously, and 
willingness to give and take . 
The social studies serve to ·widen the children 1 s range of concepts . 
It is the r esponsibili ty of the teacher to extend the children Is ex-
periences in order that t hese experiences may-be interpreted so as to 
result in concepts and in conscious techniques of behavior . In the 
2 Twelfth Yearbook, Fairbanks and Heyl say that these e:>.'})eriences which 
a teacher vdll seek for young children are those that can be made mean-
ingful for the children because they deal vrlth: 
1. Concrete example 
2 . Simple relationships 
3. Facta and ideas that are closest to the chil d's environment. 
1Lucy Weller Clouser and Chloe Ethel"'_Milliken . Kindergar ten-Primary 
kctivities Based On Com..munity Life, The macmill an Company, New York, 
1929, p. 24 
2Grace Fairbanks and Helen Hay Heyl. "Teaching Social Studies in 
the Primary Gr ades: Acti vities Developing Economic Understandings , " 
The Social Studies in the Elementary School, National Council for the 
Social Studies, Twelfth Yearbook, 1941, p . 173 
2 
According to l wrightstone and Campbell, research has contributed 
some aid to the teacher who directs pupil growth in social studies con-
cepts and information. Research indicates that: 
1. the experiential background of the individual is 
closely related to the breadth and depth of his 
concepts 
2. social concepts vary in difficulty end must be 
presented according to the maturity of the learner 
3. the development of concepts is continuous and pupil 
gro-vrth increases "V'li th the various levels of maturity. 
In the second grade the entire range of experiences, interests, and 
activities of the children is made the basis for 1the selection of units 
of work . The subject matter for the unit must be taken from the en-
vironment. 
2Ernest Horn says that some of the ~ifficult problems in teaching 
social studies grow out of the fact that many of the topics or units ar e 
far removed from the pupils' experience and unrelatee to his interests 
and needs. 3He states that ideas must be built by the student out of 
m~terials of his experience. 411Books, 11 he says, 11 abound in concepts 
much further removed from their experience and are much more complicates 
and difficult to comprehend. 11 
1op. cit. p . 69 
2Ernest Horn. Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, Boston, 1937, p . 17 · 
3Ibid. P• 130 
4Ibid. p . 128 
13 
The teacher must guide the children in developing understandings 
and attitudes based on their own experience. Courses of study and text-
books offer a large nun1ber of specific understandings, attitudes, and 
skills. 
From these studies, it is evident that t he major aim of reading 
instruction is to enable the child to derive meaning from the printed 
page. Nothing is meaningful to the child except in terms of his own 
experience. The reading program should contribute to the wholesome 
development of the child. It should provide opportunities for desir~ble 
growth in mental, emotional and social ways. 
14 
CHAPTER III 
SELECTION OF SOCH1.L STU~IES SITUATIONS A .• liJD UE~ERSTANDilJGS 
CHAFEER III 
SELECTION OF SOCIAL STUDIES SITUATIONS Alill UNDERSTANDINGS 
The schools use a variety of means to promote desirable learnings. 
The instru.rnent which promotes these learnings is the curricull..l..Tll._ Ace 
ing to 1Lee and Lee, the curriculum is those experiences of the child 
which the school in any way utilizes or attempts to influence. 
Continuous curriculu.m pla.rmj_ng is desirable at any t i me; but today 
it is a matter of necessity. 
2Frederick and Musselwhite believe that the curriculum must be 
bas ed upon psychological principles. They think that four important 
f actors should be taken into account in curriculum planning: 
1. Psychol ogical considerations 
2. Current progressive practices 
3. Available recent material 
4. Experimentation 
There is a tendency today to build the new curricuh1..m around the 
functions of social life or arow~d major areas of human activity. 
Centers of interest for each grade are generally follovred in the cur-
riculum. 
1 J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee. The Child and His Curriculm.i1, 
Appleton-Century- Crofts, Inc., NevY York, 1950, p. 197 
2o. I. Frederick and Lloyd P. Musselwhite. 11Center of Emphasis For 
Grades One Through Twelve, 11 Journal of Educational Research, (October, 
1938), 32, p. 124 
15 
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lprederick and Musselwhite established centers of interest or em-
1 pl1asis for grades one througl1 t vfelve. They analyzed thirty-one good 
/I recent courses of study a..11d one hundred sixty-three outstanding recent 
textbooks to determine center of interest or emphasis for the content 
of the curriculum in different grades. The centers of' interest or em-
phasis for Grade II established by them ·were : Life in the Immediate 
' Community. These centers of interest included the life of children, 
other people, plants and animals. 
There is more agreement on the curricQ1Qm for the children of the 
primary level than for any other level. 2Hanna emphasizes that grade 
II pl acement of content in the social studies is f airly consistent fnom 
I 
'i 
II 
school to school . He says that i n second grade classrooms over the 
nation, most social studies units focus on the neighborhood. 
The content of many social studies progra11s shows that there is 
great simil~·ity in vridely scattered systems. This is evident in the 
programs for the second ·grade found in 3~resley 1 s book, Teaching Social 
Studies in Elementary Schools. 
Fresno, California 
Grade II - Living in the~ Comrnunity 
Clayton, Hissouri 
Grade II - The Colnmltnity 
1
op. cit . p . 123-130 
2Paul R. Hanna . "Gr ade Pl acement of Social Content in the Lower 
School, 11 Social Education of Yoltng Children, Curriculum Series No . 4, 
National Council For the Social Sf:udies , Washington, D. C .. ,(l946), 
p . 28-29 
30p . cit. p . 1 81-184 
16 
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Laboratory School, State Jeachers College, Winona, ~linnesota 
I 
, . 
Gr ade II - Indians, Hol d..days, Eskimos, Community 
Arkansas 
Grade II - Immediate Community Life 
Texas 
Grade I I - Neighborhood 
1A study made of BL~9 six-year element ary schools shows the fr.e-
quency of appearance of certain phases of content or courses in the 
social studies . 
Since the VITi t er is concerned only with the second gr ade material, 
only t hose phases or courses found in Grade I I are listed in Table I 
below: 
TABLE I 
Frequency of Appearance 
Phase of Course Gr ade II 
l. Community life 374 
2 . Community civics 180 
3. Citizenship 447 
4. General social science 179 
5. Social problems 130 
6. Junerican or United States History 40 
7- American Heroes and Holidays 358 
8. State History 17 
9. Current Events 217 
10. American Geogr aphy 21 
11. St ate Geography 14 
12. World Geography 30 
13. Ancient History 0 
14. Ancient History and Nedieval History 0 
15. I;i:odern European History 0 
16. Social Studies 8 
On the basis of these frequencies it is found that in Grade II the 
dominant offerings ar e : com..rnunity life, citizenship, and American Heroes 
'land Holidays . 
it 
1The Department of Superintendence, National Education Association, 
~ - The Social Stu~~~riculum, Fourteenth Yea~~o~K, _ (~936:~ p. 63-65 
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I n the Twelfth Yearbook, Fairbanks and Heyl tell us that a social 
studies curric-u.luPl becomes s ignifi cant to a child when a teC1.0her' s pro-
gram follows the child 1 s devel opi ng concepts by i ntroduc ing new ideas 
.:?J1d nevv experiences as the child's gr owing in underst anding reveals a 
readiness for then . 
~~r understanding of concepts is being rapidly widened. EX?eri-
mentc:.l studies f urnish definite data on their c'l.evelopment i n childr e"1 . 
~acey pr esents i nteresti ng data on the growt.h of certain concepts 
i n pri:mary children . She determined the extent P''Pils in gr des one to 
three Yvere familiar vrith a number of concepts. She fm.md that children 
in the primary grades _ad some correct cor:tcepts and some incorrect con-
ce ts . It ras found that a laraer :lerc entage of children tested had 
correct concepts , rather tha. incorrect ~on0epts . The high percentage 
of P.'li sconce tions •:rhich was evident shewed that all phases of a ,on-
cept need to be stressed. 
In anal yzi ng these books the social studies situations were class- 11 
ified 1mder the following soci -1 E> t u i es arec.s : 
l. Home 
:2 . S0hool 
3. Corn.rnuni ty 
L~ . Farm 
S. Transportation , 
1 Op . cit.p. 17 2 
2 Joy ~ii . Lacey. Social St udies Concepts of Children in t e i rst 
Three Grades, B rea'-1 of P lie ations , Te achers College , Columbia 
University, ew Yor\, 1932 
--:r 
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I The number of times the situations appeared in each book was noted. 
The frequency of the situations in all the readers was recorded. The 
understandings wnich can be developed in each story were stated. Only 
those situations and understandin.<ss that would develop the _social studie 
were seledted when the analysis was made. 
The social studies situations aDd understandings found in this 
analysis Yvere obtained from the second grade books of the following 
seven basal reading series : 
I. Reading For Meaning 
Come Along: Second Reader, Level 1 
On We Go: Second Reader, Level 2 
II. Ginn Basic Readers 
We Are Neighbors: 
Around The Corner: 
Reader 2, Level 1 
Reader 2, Level 2 
III. Laidlaw Basic Readers, 1947 Edition. 
Stories We Like: Second Reader 
' IV. Today 1s Work Play Books 
Fl'iends and Yforkers: Second Reader 
V. Basic Readers: Curriculum Foundation Series 
Friends and Neighbors: Second Reader, Level 1 
More Friends and Neighbors: Second Reader, Level 2 
VI . Developmental Readin? Series 
Down Our ·v.ray : Sedond Reader 
VII. The Alice and Jerry Books 
The New Friendly Village: Second Reader 
1 9 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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CHAP'l'ER IV 
.Al'JJI.LYSIS OF' DATA 
No matter how simple the beginnings of socia.l understandings in the 
second grade may be, basic concepts must be built . Concepts can be dev-
eloped most effectively by meeting the children at the level of their 
ne eds, interests, and maturity. Children must think and interpret ex-
periences in terms of their ovm vocabulary and meaning . They must learn 
to organize their experiences into understandings t hat will guide their 
behavior into actual situations . Understandings must be develope,d grad-
ually and must be supplemented by a great deal of repetitive detail. 
The analysis of the stories included in the seven basal reading 
seri es sho·ws the progression of concept building . Although the situati 
ar e not alike in each series, the concepts t o be developed are similax . 
The situations are placed in given areas. 
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SOCI AL STUDI ES SITUATIONS Arm U1JDERST.Al\IDINGS 
I. Reading For Meaning 
A. Come Along - Second Reader, Level 1 
1. Vfuo Talked Too Much? 
a. Situation - Com~unity 
b. Understandings 
(1) J•,ffembers of the family provide ways of making others in 
the family enjoy themselves. 
(2) We find pleasure in the circus. 
(3) Enjoying things together makes us happy and makes life 
more interesting. 
(4) There are many kinds of animals at the circus. 
(5) Children find pleasure in pets. 
c. Summary of Story 
Andy visits the circus ~uth Uncle Dick and beGomes acquainted 
with the circus animals . 
2. Katy and the Bi g Snow 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Man depends on machines to do his heavy work . 
(2) Man invented the tractor to do the heavy and hard work 
for him. 
(3) People depend on the tractor for their safety .and well-
being. 
(4) The tractor is used to make new roads. 
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(5) The tractor can pull a small house. 
(6) The tractor is used to clear the roads of snow after big 
snow storms. 
(?) Many people work to clear the snow in order to make travel 
and transportation possible in the winter . 
(8) The men who drive the snow plow trucks are helpers. They 
make a living by clearing the streets and roads of snow. 
(9) The policemen are helpers. They give us protection. 
(10) The firemen are helpers. They make their living by put-
ting out fires and make the group in the community safe. 
(ll) Although we enjoy the snow, it may cause hardship and in-
convenience. 
(12) The men who clear the streets of snow are helpers. They 
help people ·vmo come to our houses - the postman, the 
milkman, the grocery man, friends, etc . 
(13) The men who clear the streets of snow are helpers. They 
help us to get to school, to the stores, &~d to the post-
office. 
(14) The snow plow is attached to the front of a truck or a 
tractor. 
(15) The telephone men are helpers. They make it possible for 
people in one community to get in touch with people in 
another community. 
(16) The telephone men make a living putting up and repairing 
telephone lines. 
2 2: 
(17) The men in the water works are helpers. They repair 
water pipes in order that people will have water. 
(18) The tractor clears the snow at the airfield in order that 
airplanes can land safely. 
c. Summary of Story 
Katy, a tractor, helps everyone who needs help. 
J. Traffic Policeman 
a. Situation - Cow~unity 
b . Understandings 
(1) .The traffic policeman is a helper. He helps people and 
cars to travel along busy streets safely. 
(2) The traffic policeman is a friend. He helps the school 
children to cross thestreets in safety. 
(3) The traffic policeman, while making his living, helps 
the whole group to live better. 
(4) Children can help other children to cross the street 
safely. 
(5) The community helps t he frunily by providing police pro-
tection. 
c. Summary of Story 
Freddy appreciates the help of the traffic policeman and 
enjoys watching him at work. 
4. The Twin Toys 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in the family provide ways of making other members 
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of t he family enjoy themselves. 
( 2) :rve get pleasure from giving presents. 
(3) Children get pleasure in receiving and giving bi rthday 
presents. 
(4) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
( 5) !He must share our toys with our friends. 
(6) I n ever y community t here are banks where we may keep our 
money safe. 
(7) In every community there are many dif ferent kinds of 
stores, one of ~1ich is a toy store. 
( 8) We find pleasure in making our friends happy. 
c. Summary of Story 
Jack and Penny enj oy t he birthday presents from Uncle Bill. 
5. A Penny f or a Jack Rabbi t 
a. Si t uation - Community 
b. Understandings 
{1) Vie find pleasure in birthday parties and costume parties. 
(2) Everybody needs recreation. Having good t imes together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps us 
to develop right social habits. 
(3) Hother provides ways of having children enjoy themselves. 
(4) Enjoying t hings with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
(5) We find pleasure in games. 
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(6) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of .democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
. good sportsmanship, self-control, and consideration for 
the rights of others. 
6. Ice-Cold Lemonade 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) Father and mother provide ways for their children to 
enjoy themselves. 
(2) Cars and trucks are a means of travel and transportation. 
(3) Children find pleasure in selling and buying. 
(4) We can earn money by selling things. 
( 5) ·we find pleasure in sharing things with members of the 
family. 
(6) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
makes life more interesting. 
c. s~~ary of Story 
Ann and her brothers find pleasure in a lemonade stand which 
is set up with the cooperation of mother and father. 
B. On We Go - Second Reader, Level II 
1. Home vdth the Mumps 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(l) Mother takes care of the members of the family when they 
are sick. 
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(2-) Mother cooks and prepares meals for the family. 
(3) Mother keeps the house clean and keeps it in good order. 
(4) Father helps mother vvi th the housework in times of need. 
(5) Mother makes the bed. 
(6) Mother brings pleasure to the children by reading to them. 
(7) Father brings pleasure to the children by playing with 
them. 
(8) We must eat the right foods in order to grow strong and 
healthy. 
(9) Animals and men are dependent on one another. 
(10) lNe depend upon the goat for milk. 
(11) Children must share responsibility of doing housework 
v<.rith mother and father. 
(12) The bakery man helps the fruaily by delivering bread and 
pastry to the home. 
(13) The bakery man, while making his living, helps the whole 
group in the community to live better. 
(14) The bru(ery man transports his bread and pastry by truck. 
c. Summary of Study 
The f amily realizes that the home needs mother in order to 
have it run smoothly. 
2. The Seven l~ite Cats 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in pets. 
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(2) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
(J) The lighthouse keeper is a helper. He guides boats safely 
in all kinds of weather. 
(4) The lighthouse keeper, while making a living, helps the 
people in the community to live better. 
()) The lighthouse keeper is well prepared for his work . 
c. Summar-y of Story 
Father gives Katy 1 s seven cats to the neighbors because they 
get into troubl e on the farm. Katy is happy vihen she arrives 
home after a short trip and f inds her seven ki ttens waiting 
for her. 
J. Bob's Elephant 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) We find pleasure in animals. 
(2) We find pl easure in the zoo. 
(J) The community provides a zoo to bring pleasure to the 
group. 
(4) Father and mother provide ways of bringing pleasure to 
their children. 
()) We travel in the city by street car. 
(6) We find pleasure in elephants. 
(7) The com.1Jlu..nity considers the safety and welfare of the 
community by confining ru1imals at the zoo in cages. 
( 8) Our r esponsibility is the good care of animals at the 
zoo. 
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(9) The elephant keeper is a helper. lNhile making his living, 
he takes good care of the elephants. 
(10) The elephant keeper is well prepared for his work. 
(11) The elephant keeper is kind to animals . 
(12) Children find pleasure in toys and pets. 
(13) The teacher is our friend. She helps to make us happy . 
(14) Enjoying things with others makes life happy and more 
interesting . 
(15) Good friends bring happiness to each other. 
( 16) VTe must learn to get along vii th others. 
c. Summary of Story 
Bob learns the best way to become the ovmer of an elephant . 
II. Ginn Basic Readers 
A. We Are Nei ghbors - Reader 2, Level 1 
1. Next Door Neighbors 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) A community consists of _groups of people living and v'rork-
ing together. 
(2) Enjoying thines with other people makes life happier and 
~ore interesting . 
(3) Everybody needs recreation . Having good times together 
mru<es our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps us 
to develop the right social habits. 
(4) People in the com.rnunity work together to help children 
enjoy themselves. 
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(5) Children find pleasure in games. 
(6) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, majority rule, self-control, and 
consideration for the rights of others. 
c • Summary of Story 
Mr. Brown and his neighbor make a gate between their yards, 
I 
0 
in order to make the children's play more enjoyable. 
2. New Neighbors 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Homes are built mainly for protection. 
(2) The cli..mate and location influence the type of home and 
building materials used. 
(3) The carpenter is a co~nunity helper. Vfuile making his 
living, he helps the group to live better. 
(4) The carpenter is well prepared for his work. 
(5) A community consists of groups of people living and work-
ing together. 
(6) We find pleasure in pets like dogs. 
c • Summary of Stor<J 
The children on Garden Street find pleasure in watching men 
build a new house on their street and become excited over 
their new neighbor, J.lfike, a little black dog . 
2 9 
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3. Mike and His Neighbors 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) People find pleasure in animals, especially dogs. 
(2) Animals , like dogs,give service necessary to our welfare. 
c • Summary of Story 
The people on Garden Street enjoy the visits of a fri endl y 
little dog, Hike. 
4. The Basket of Apples 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) By working together we practice the principle of demo-
cratic living - cooperation and consideration for others. 
(2) A good community member helps his neighbors. 
(3) People must have the proper kinds of foods in order to 
live and to be healthy and strong . 
(4) Certain fruits grow in our ovm neighborhood, while some 
fruits grow in other communities. 
(5) We find pleasure in sharing ~Qth others. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children find pleasure in picking apples together and sharing 
annles with friends. 
" ·-
5. Patsy Has a Birthday 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) In every community there are stores. 
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(2) There are many activities going on in a store, such as 
buying and selling, cleaning, and arranging stock. 
(3) Attractive displays help to sell goods. 
(4) Courtesy is important in business. 
(5) In a community there are many different kinds of shops, 
such as the cake shop, the barber shop, the shoe shop, 
the ice cream shop and a toy shop. 
(6) We find pleasure in giving. 
(7) People in the community provide ways of enjo;ying them-
selves. 
( 8) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
(9) We find pleasure in birthday parties . 
(10) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and ol~ minds more healthy and helps us 
to develop the right social habits. 
c. Summary of Story 
Two little girls have fun at a birthday party. 
6. Mr. Joe's Rabbits 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The fireman is a community helper. While making his 
living, he puts out fires making ol~ community a safe 
place to live in. 
(2) We respect the fireman because he is brave. 
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(3) The fireman uses the fire engine because it is a quick 
means of transportation and is well equipped for putting 
out fires. 
(4) Children find pleasure in animals. 
(5) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets and 
a.."limals. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children come to the aid of a neighbor by rescuing and caring 
for his rabbits when the rabbit house catches on fire. 
I 
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7. Surprise on Vfheels 
a . Situation - Cow~urtity 
b:. Understandings 
(1) Children. find pleasure in creating and constructing things. 
(2) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, self control and consideration for 
the rights of others. 
(3) People in the community provide ways for children to en-
joy themselves. 
(4) Children find pleaSllre in animals. 
(5) Enjoying things ·with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
c. Sununary of Story 
Some children have fun riding in a toy train m1ich they made • . 
8. FUllily Pictures 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in creating and constructing things. 
(2) Children find pleasure in pictures. 
(3) Through play activities we learn to practice t he pr i n-
ciples of democratic l i ving - fair play and good sports-
manshi p . 
c. Summary of Story 
Children have fun in their neighborhood by playing funny 
tricks on their friends. 
9. Miss Ann 1 s Fun Garden 
a. Situation - Conwunity 
b. Underst andings 
(1) Eve~ybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
.l'ilakes our bodies and our minds more healthy. 
(2) 1-"lan invented t he tractor in order to make his work easier 
and quicker .• 
(3) The tractor is a machine which plows the land. 
(4) The .man ·who runs the tractor is a community helper. 
earning his living he helps the group to live bett er. 
(5) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
( 6) · We find pleasur e in gardening . 
\'Jhile 
(7) People in t he community work together to provide ways of 
enjoying themselves. 
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( 8) Enjoying things vd th other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
(9) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, self control and consideration for 
the rights of others. 
(10) People must have the proper kinds of f ood in order to live 
and to be healthy and strong . 
(11) Certain foods can be gro~m in our o~m neighborhood. 
(12) Children accept responsibility when gardening . 
(13) Children find pleasure in parties. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children enjoy ni.aldng a garden vdth a neighbor. 
10. The Pet Parade 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in pets ru1d animals. 
(2) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, majority rule, self control, and 
consideration for the rights of others. 
(3) People in the community -vo rk together to provide ways of 
enjo~~ng themselves. 
(4) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more heal thy and helps us • 
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(5) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
( 6) Animals supply us "VI i th many things necessary to our wel-
fare. 
(7) Y[en and a"limals are dependent upon each other. 
( 8) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets and 
animals. 
(9) We find pleasure in parades. 
c . Summary of Story 
The children in the neighborhood have a pet parade to enter-
tain their friends. 
11 . Fun vfi th Rhymes 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) Vfe find pleasure in games. 
(2) Enjoying games with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
(3) Having good times together helps us to develop right 
social habits. 
c. Sunnnary of Story 
Children in the neighborhood have ftm playing a game vvith 
rhymes. 
12. Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, and the Red Shoes 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in giving presents . 
. I 
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(2) We find pleasure in making others happy . 
(3) The boys are helpers . Vmile earning money, they help 
their neighbors by working f or them. 
(4) The chimney cleaner is a community helper. 'While maldng 
his living, he helps the group to live better. 
(5) We are dependent upon many people for food. 
(6) We are dependent upon the miller for flour. 
(7) TI1e miller, while making a living, helps the group to 
live hetter . 
(8) The miller mclces flour from wheat. 
(9) The shoe salesman is a helper. \~ile making his living, 
he helps the group to live better. 
(10) People in a com~unity are dependent upon one another. 
(11) There are many activities going on in a shoe store, such 
as selling, buying, advertising, and arranging stock. 
c. Summary of Story 
Three boys work hard to earn money to buy a birthday present 
for their mother. 
13. Has the Milk Come? 
a, Situation - Home 
b . Understandings 
(1) The community supplies the daily needs of the family. 
( 2) The milh.'l'Jlan is a community helper. lh'hile making his own 
living, he helps the group to live better. 
(3) People must have milk in order to live aDd be healthy and 
strong. 
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(4) The milkman is prepared f or his work. 
(5) The milkman delivers the milk daily by truck. 
(6) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
(7) People in a community keep in touch ~Qth each other by 
receiving and sending messages by telephone. 
c. Summary of Story 
Mother and Bill can't find the milk for breakfast because a 
nevr mi l lanan left it in a different place . 
14. The .Air Mail Letter 
a. Situation - Com~unity 
b . Understandings 
(1) The air mail letter travels faster than 'the ordinary 
letter. 
(2) Airplanes carry mail faster than any other means of trans-
portation. 
(3) The postman is a c o~nm1ity helper~ vVhile making his 
living, he helps the group to live better. 
(4) The postman helps us to receive and send messages by mail. 
(5) People in one community keep in touch with peopl e in other 
communities by receiving and sending messages. 
(6) Many people work together to help us receive and send 
messages through the mail. 
(7) The mail man is a helper. He takes mail bags from the 
airpl~~e in his truck to the post office. 
( 8) The postman is a hel per . He delivers mail to our houses. 
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c. Slli~ary of Story 
~:!:other sends an air mail letter to Aunt Nan. 
1). A Dog by Express 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understa~dings 
(1) The expressman is a helper. While making his living, he 
helps us by delivering things to us. 
(2) The expressman uses a truck to trahsport goods from the 
train to your home. 
( 3) Children find pleasure .in pets like dogs. 
(4) Animals are sent long distances by express. 
(5) Our responsibility is t o take good care of pets. 
c. Su.111IIlary of Story 
A dog is sent by express from another city to two boys. 
16. Our Radio Does Not Go 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Underst&~dings 
(1) There are many different kinds of shops in every com-
munity . 
(2) The radio shop is where we buy radios and have them re-
paired. 
(3) The radio man is a helper. While making his o~n living, 
he helps the group to live better by repairing r adi os. 
(4) The radio man is well prepared for his work. 
(5) People in a community are dependent upon each other. 
(6) Children find pleasure in the radio. 
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c. S~mary of Story 
Mother calls the radio man to her home to repair the radio 
in order that her children may enjoy the radio progralllS. 
17. Ginger and the rJew Wall Paper 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) There are many different kinds of shops in every com-
munity. 
(2) People buy wall paper at a wall paper shop. 
(3) The paper hanger is a community helper. \Vhile making his 
living, he makes the group live better. 
(4) People in a community are dependent upon each other . 
(5) The paper hanger is well prepared for his work. 
(6) We find pleasure in pets . 
c. Summary of Story 
Patsy 's dog gets into trouble while the paper hanger puts new 
paper in Patsy's home. 
18 . The Baker 1 s Truck 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) A community consists of groups of people living and 
working together. 
(2) The community supplies the daily needs of the family • 
(3) The baker is a community helper . ·while making his living, 
he helps the group to live better. 
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(4) The baker is well prepared for his work . 
(5) The baker makes bread and pastry. 
(6) People in a com.rnuni ty are dependent upon one another. 
( 7) We are dependent upon the baker for bread and pastry. 
(8) Sanitation is very i mportro1t in handling food. 
(9) The man who delivers bread to us is a helper . He provides 
us with bread daily. 
(10) We find pleasure in &~imals lil<e squirrels. 
c. Summary of Story 
~lliile the baker is delivering good things at the houses on 
Garden Street, Frisky Squirrel plays a trick. 
19. Ebenezer 
a. Situation - Farm 
b . Understandings 
(1) A tractor is a machine which does :much work for the 
farmer. 
(2') Men are always inventing machines to do their work easier 
and quicker . 
(3) The farmer finds the tractor the best help on the farm. 
(4) The farmer uses the tractor for cutting dmrm old trees . 
c. Summary of Story 
}'~ather introduces Dick to the best help on the farm, a 
tractor. 
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20. Ned and the New Road 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) In the country the roads are not good for travel and 
transportation. 
(2) The farmer uses a wagon to t ake logs to the mill. 
(3) In the cottntry the postman delivers mail in a car. 
(h) We find pleasure in riding bicycles. 
(5) In a COQ~try means of transportation and travel are wagons, 
cars, horses, and bicycles. 
(6) Men are always inventing machines to make them work 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
easier. 
The steam shovel is used to make roads. 
The steam shovel operator is a helper. 
Men -vh o make new roads are helpers. ·while making a living, 
they make it possible for us to travel in safety and com-
fort. 
(10) Many people work together to make new streets. 
(11) The men who make new roads are helpers. They make it 
possible for us to transport goods and travel more 
quickly. 
c. Summary of Story 
Ned is happy t hat a new road is being built near his home in 
order that he can ride easily on his bicycle. 
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21. A Trip in the Little Caboose 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) Trains climb mountains to bring dmm logs for the sawmill. 
(2) The conductor of the train is a helper. 
(3) It is cold on the top of the mountain. 
(4) There is snow at the top of a mountain. 
(5) The higher one travels the colder it becomes. 
(6) One must wear warm clothing at the top of a mountain. 
(7) The clothing people wear is affected by the natural en-
vironment. 
(8) People get logs from mountains. 
(9) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(10) Children find plea~ure in sleds. 
(11) The climate at the foot of the mountain is much warmer 
than at the top of the mountain. 
(12) Lumber is used for houses, fences, and furniture. 
(13) All communities need the products and help of other 
communi ties end peoples. No community can be entirely 
self sufficient. 
c. Summary of Story 
Jerry and Merry enjoy a ride in a caboose to the top of the 
mountain. 
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22. The Truck and the Snmvman 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) There are many ways of transporting goods on the road, 
such as the bus, automobile, and truck. 
(2) There are many kinds of trucks used for transportation -
milk trucks, lumber trucks, express trucks, and gasoline 
trucks. 
(3) Truck drivers are helpers. Yihile making a living, they 
help the group to live better. 
(4) Every com11 unity has gasoline stations. 
(5) The gasoline station is a place where trucks, cars, and 
busses can be supplied with gasoline. 
(6) Boys can be helpers. They can work at the gasoline 
stations. 
(7) We get pleasure from the out-of-doors. 
(8) Children find pleasure in playing with snow. 
(9) The ice box truck carries food long distances. 
(10) In some parts of our country there is never any snow. 
(11) .Oranges grow in a warm climate. 
c. Summary of Stor~ 
Fred sends a snow man in an ice box truck to Pat WJ.o lives in 
a section of the country where there is never snow. 
23. Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Man invented the steam shovel to do his work easier and 
quicker. 
(2) The stemn shovel operator is a community helper. While 
mru(ing his living, he helps the group to live better. 
(3) The steam shovel is a machine used to cut through tall 
mountains to make good roads, to make airports, and to 
dig cellars for tall buildings in the city. 
(4) Men are always inventing and improving machines to make 
work easier. 
(5) The gasoline shovel is replacing the steam shovel. 
(6) EverJ community has community helpers, such as the post-
man, the milkman, and the fireman. 
(7) A community consists of groups of people living and 
working together. 
(8) In every community there are different kinds of buildings 
used by different groups of people. 
c • Smnmary of Story 
Mike Mulligan proudly demonstrates the work of his steam 
shovel to the people in the community. Much to his sorrow, 
the gasoline shovel replaces the steam shovel. 
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B. AroQ~d The Corner - Reader 2, Level 2 
1. From a City Window 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find plaeasure in the out- of-doors. 
(2) Trucks, street cars, busses, cars a~d taxis are means of 
transportation in the city . 
(3') A community consists of groups of people living and 
working together. 
(4) In every community there are different types of buildings 
used by different groups of people. 
(5) The postma~ is a helper. He makes his living by bring-
ing mail to our homes every day. 
(6) The community helps the family by providing mail service. 
(7) The mail man makes sacrifices to help the group live 
better. He brings mail to us in all kinds of weather. 
(8) The janitor is a community helper. He shovels snow off 
the walk to prevent the group from having adcidents. 
(9) Children can help the co~munity by making streets and 
walks safe for the group by shoveling snow. 
(10) We must wear warm heavy clothing in the vdnter time. 
(11) The elevator is a quick and easy means of transportation 
in a building . It saves time and energy. 
(12) Children find pleasure in the snow. 
(13) Snow causes hardships and inconveniences in the city. 
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(14) The janitor is a helper. He makes a living by keeping 
the buildings clean and helping the group to live better. 
(15) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more heal thy and helps us 
to develop the right social habits. 
c. Summary of Story 
The children enjoy the sights of a busy city street from 
their ·window on a snovJY day. 
2. Boxes and Boxes 
a . Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) The janitor is a friend. He helps children in time of 
need. 
(2) The wagon is a means of transportation. 
(3) The storeman is a friend . He helps children in time of 
ne ed. 
(4) The fruit man is a friend. He helps children in time of 
need. 
(5) The peanut man is a friend. He helps children in time of 
need. 
(6) The peanut man makes his living by selling peanuts . 
(7) By vvor ki ng together on a s chool activity we practice the 
democratic principles of cooperation, good sportsmanship, 
self control, majority rule, and consideration for the 
rights of others. 
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(8) Working together teachesus the need of a sense of 
responsibility. 
(9) There are many activities going on in a store, such as 
buying and selling, cleaning, advertising and arranging 
stock. 
(10) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
c . Summary of Story 
Children cooperate by collecting boxes to carry out an 
activity at school. 
3. Going to the Big Store 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) In big cities people travel from one end of the city to 
the other in subway trains under the ground. 
(2) Travel in a subway car is rapid. It helps us save time. 
(3) People in the corr~unity give parties to make the group 
enjoy itself. 
(4) In big cities t he big stores have many floors . 
(5) Children find pleasure in the toy department of a store. 
(6) The toy department has many kinds of toys. 
(7) The moving stairs in a store help us by saving time and 
energy. 
(8) People go from floor to floor in some big s tores by 
riding on .the moving stairs. 
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c. Summary of Story 
Joe becomes better acquainted ~dth his community by going 
on a shopping tour with mother. 
4. Let's Clean Up 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) Good housekeeping is important in the maintenance of a 
home. The home must be kept clean and in order. 
(2) Children must share with mother the responsibility of 
keeping the home clean and orderly. 
(J) The vacuum cleaner is an electric machine Which picks up 
paper and dirt from the floor. 
(4) Mother uses the vacuum cleaner to clean the floors and 
rugs more quickly and efficiently. 
(5) We find pleasure in getting ready for a party. 
(6) People in the community work together to provide ways of 
enjoying themselves. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children help mother to clean the house and prepare for the 
party. 
5. An Elevator Ride 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in parties. 
(2_) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps us 
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to develop right social habits. 
(3)Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
(4) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, self control, and the consideration 
for the rights of others. 
(5) We find pleasure in pets like cats. 
(6) In large apartment buildings with many floors, people 
ride in elevators to reach the apartments. 
(7) The elevator is a means of transportation which is quick 
and safe. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children have a good time at a house party. 
6. The Big Light 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The community supplies the people ;vith lights at night 
to give them comfort and safety. 
(2') The light repair man is a community helper. He repairs 
lights so that people caD travel safely at night. 
(J;) The light repair man, ·while making his living, helps t he' 
whole group to live better . 
(4) An electrician is well prepared for his work . 
(5) People are dependent upon each other for their safety 
and 1•rell being. 
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c. Summary of Story 
Children observe the work of the street light repair man. 
7. The Giant Is Lost 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in the circus. 
(2) The people in the circus live and work together. 
(3) The people in the circus, ·while making t heir living, 
help the ·whole gr oup to live better by bringing pleasure 
to it. 
(4) Jlany people vTOrk together to make the circus a success. 
(5) The means of travel and transportation for the circus is 
the train. 
(6) Circus men find pleasure in t he out-of-doors. 
( 7) Sharing 1"1i th others makes us happy. 
(8) The circus men are prepared for their work. 
(9) The people inthe circus live together in a group, there-
. 
fore there must be some kind of a plan or set of rules 
for getting along with one another. This plan is ~he 
gover~~ent of the group. 
c. Summary of Story 
Some children become acquainted w:i. th some circus people 1-h o 
pay a visit to the country. 
8. At The Circus 
a. Situation - Community 
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b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in circus animals, such as the 
lions and monkeys. 
(2) The animal keeper at the circus makes living by caring 
for the circus animals. 
(3) The keeper in the circus helps to train animals to do 
tricks • . 
(4) The keeper's responsibility is to tru(e good care of the 
circus animals. 
(5) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(6) We find pleasure in animals like moru(eys. 
(7) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and minds more healthy. 
{8) We find pleasure in the circus. 
c. Sunnnary of Story 
The children enjoy watching the animals at the circus • . 
9. The Three Clovn1s 
a. Situation - Conmmni ty 
b. Understandings 
(1) The circus people live in tents because they are always 1 
on the move. 
(~) Clowns are helpers. They work together to provide ways 
of mru(ing people enjoy themselves. 
(3) Clowns make a living by doing funny tricks and mrudng 
people laugh . 
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(4) The clown is well prepared for the work he does. 
(5) We find pleasure in animals in the circus. 
( 6) Hen and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(7) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
( 8) iJ'{e find pleasure in cloi'ms • 
c. Summary of Story 
The children enjoy the tricks of the clo1vns at the circus. 
10. Tvro HorseS. 
a . Situation - Com~unity 
b. Understandings 
(l) Children must be responsible for the care of small 
brother or sister when mother is busy. 
(2) Children find pleasure in the park. 
(3) 'I'he park is a safe place for play. 
(4) Children find pleasure in toys and the out-of-doors. 
(5) Enjoying things with other people makes life happy and 
more interesting. 
( 6) The community helps the family by providing police pro-
tection. 
(7) The policeman is a friend. He helps children when they 
are .lost. 
(8) The policeman, 1'\hile making his living, helps the whole 
group in the community to live better . 
( 9) The policeman sometimes depends on the horse for means 
of transportation. 
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(10) Our responsibility is to take good c.are of animals. 
(ll:) :Man and animals are dependent upon each other. 
c. Summary of Story 
Little Joe is brought home by the policema.."l after wandering 
away from his sister and brother at the park. 
11. Oscar, the Vfhite Turkey 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The commtmi ty provides parks vvhere the family can find 
pleasure. 
(2) Children find pleasure in parks. 
(3) Children find pleasure in birds of the park, such as ducks, 
turkeys and many other birds. 
(4) The park keeper is a corrunu.11i ty helper. He keeps the park 
in order and cares for the birds. 
(5) The park keeper makes his living by taking care of the 
park. 
c. SmaD~Y of Story 
The children enjoy watching the birds in the park and become 
better acquainted with their community. 
12. Playing Marbles in the Park 
a. Situation - Cormmmity 
b. Understandings 
(1) The community provides parks vmere children may find 
pleasure through play activities. 
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(2.) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together · 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps us 
to develop right social habits. 
(3) Enjoying things with other people ma~e s life happier and 
more interesting. 
(4) We find pleasure in games and the out-of-doors. 
(.5) Through play activities we learn to practtce the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, majority rule, self control, and 
consideration for the rights of others. 
(6) We find pleasure in keeping goldfish . 
( 7) Childrei1 find pleasure in the game of marbles . 
c. Summary of Story 
Ben gets pleasure from vtinnj~g a marble contest at the park. 
13. How Betsy Wa~t to School Alone 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) In every comraunity there are different types of buildings 
used by different groups of people . 
(2) In the city the policeman helps . the children across the 
street before and after school. 
(3) The policeman is a helper. He makes his living by pro-
tecting us. 
(4} The com1nunity helps the fa'Tiily by giving it service for 
safety ru1d protection. 
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(5) We respect the policeman. 
(6) The policeman is courteous. 
(7) Flowers are bought and sold at the flower shops. 
(8) In a city there are many kinds of shops - flower shops, 
barber shops, baker's shops, shoe shops, etc. 
(9) People in our neighborhood are our friends. They help 
us in time of need. 
(10) People are dependent upon each other for their safety 
and welfare. 
(11) The policeman is a helper. He helps us across the street. 
(12) The policeman is a helper. He helps us to find our way 
when we are lost. 
(13) vYe must practice safety habits on our way to and from 
·school. 
(14) The teacher is a helper. While making a living, she 
helps the whole group to live better. 
c. Summary of Story 
Betsy moves to the city from the country. She gets .lost on 
her way to school. 
14. The Little Farm in the Big City 
. a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The city is not suited to farlJ1ing . 
(2) There are many high apartment buildings in the city where 
people live. 
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(3) The yards near apartment buildings are very small. 
(4) We find pleasure in gardening and the out-of-doors. 
(5) We must get along 1~th our neighbors. 
(6) Good neighbors find pleasure in helping people in their 
community. 
(7) Children must make worthy use of leisure time. 
(8) Gardening is maldng worthy use of leisure time. 
(9) Certain vegetables like corn, cabbage, and squash can 
be grown in our own neighbqrhood. 
(10) Vegetables must have sun and rain in order to grow. 
(11) The man who broadcasts over the radio is a community 
·helper. · He brings news to his radio friends. 
(12) The newspaper man is a helper. ·while making a living, 
he receives and gives n~fls to the public. 
(13) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
(lit) Everybody needs recreation. Playing ball is a good form 
of recreation. 
(15) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, majority rule, self control, and 
considera.tion fqr the rights of others. 
c • SUIJ1.mary of Story · 
Abel enjoys the ~~erience of raising vegetables in his yard 
in a big city . 
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15. Airplane Andy 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in one community keep in touch with people in 
other communities by traveling by plane. 
(2) The airplane is the most rapid means of transportation. 
(3) The pilot is well prepared for his work. 
(4) The pilot makes his living by helping people and things 
to go from one community to another safely and quickly. 
(5) The men Who work at the airfield are helpers. They 
work together to make travel safe, rapid and comfortable. 
(6) Airplanes stop at the landing fields for gasoline and 
repairs. 
(7) Airplanes stop at the l anding field to pick up passengers 
and goods. 
(8) There are many kinds of airplanes, little ones and big 
ones. 
(9) A pilot must be able to fly his plane safely through 
storms. 
(10) We owe respect to the pilot. 
c. Summary of Story 
P.ndy spends a day with his father, a pilot, and observes and 
learns about airplanes, and the people who work at the air-
f i eld. 
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16. The Flying Fireman 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) Airplanes are used to watch for fires. 
(2) People find pleasure in traveling in an airplane. 
(3) The co-pilot helps the pilot to fly the plane. 
(4) The pilot and the co-pilot are helpers. While making 
their living they help the whole group in the community 
to live better. 
(5) We respect the pilot bec~use he is brave. 
(6) The pilot warns people of f ires. 
(7) The community helps the farmer by providing fire pro-
tection. 
(8) The fireman is a helper. He puts out fires and helps to 
keep us safe. 
(9) The fireman, while making his living, works for the good 
of the ~mole group. 
(10) The pilot is well prepared for his wor~ . 
c. Summary of Story 
A pilot helps a farmer by warning him of a fire in his barn. 
17. Pet er and the Pilot 
a . Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in one cownunity keep in touch >v.ith people in 
other com~unities by receiving and sending messages 
through the mail. 
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(2) The mail plane carries mail from one community to an-
other. 
(3) The mail plane is the quickest way of delivering mail. 
(4) Many people work together to·. help us receive and send 
mail quickly. 
(5) The pilot, wh~le making a living, helps us to receive 
and send mail quickly. 
(6) People are dependent upon each other for their safety 
and welfare. 
(7) A plane needs a large area of flat land for landing. 
(8) Planes use lights for s i gnals. 
c. Summary of Story 
Peter helps a pilot to land his plane safely on the ranch 
by giving him signals with a flash light. 
18. Big Fellow and the Airport 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Man invented the gasoline shovel to make his ·work easier 
and to do it faster. 
(2) 11any men work together to make a gasoline shovel. 
(3) A gasoline shovel is a big machine which is used in 
. making airports. 
(4) The gasoline shovel does the work of many men. 
(5) The bicycle is a means of tra..r1sportation. 
(6) Airports have many runways. 
- 1 
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(7) Runways are flat strips of roads for airplanes to taxi on. 
(8) The airport has lights and radio stations to help air-
planes land. 
(9) Many men work together to make an airport . 
(10) Many gasoline shovels a re used to make an airport. 
(ll) People in one community keep in touch with people in 
other communities by traveling, by transporting goods, and 
by sending mail by plane. 
c. Summary of Story 
Ned appreciates man.' s invention, the gasoline shovel, and 
observes it at work . 
19. ~beels and Wings 
a.- Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(l) People in one community keep in touch with people in 
other communities by transporting goods and by traYe.ling. 
(2) There· are many different means of transportation. 
(3.) Man has invented many means of transportation to help 
the group to live better. 
(4 ) The train, the truck, the street car, and the bus are 
means of transportation. 
(5) The bus can go f aster thanthe street car and the truck. 
(6) The train can go faster than the bus, truck, and street 
car. · 
(7) The airplane can go faster than any other means of trans-
portation. 
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c. Summary of Story 
A description of the many different means of transportation. 
20. The Story of a Pet Oriole 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in birds. 
(2) Children become responsible when they care for birds. 
(3) Our responsibility is to take good care of pet birds. 
c. Summary of Story 
The children assume the .responsibility of caring for an 
injured baby bird. 
21. The Hollyberrys at the Shore 
a. Situation - Con®unity 
b. Understandings 
(1) Everybody needs recreation. Having 
makes our bodies and our minds more 
(2) We find pleasure in the seashore. 
(3) Mother and father provide ways for 
themselves. 
(4) We find pleasure in dogs. 
good times 
healthy. 
children to 
(5) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
c. Summary of Story 
A family enjoys life at the seashore. 
22. Out Our Windows 
a. Situation - Home 
together 
enjoy 
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b. Understandings 
(1) lNe find pleasure in animals and birds. 
(2) There are many birds and animals in the country. 
(3) The boat is a means of travel and transportation. 
(4) We find pleasure in riding in a boat. 
(5) VIe find pleasure in picnics. 
(6) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(7) Mother works hard to provide vrays of making us enjoy 
ourselves. 
(8) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps us 
to develop right social habits. 
(9) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
c. Summary of Story 
Mother and the children enjoy their count~J home in the 
spring. 
23. The Little Woman Wanted Noise 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) In a big city there are different types of buildings 
used by different groups of people. 
( 2_) In a city groups of people work c;1.nd live together. 
(J) In a city people are busy at work. 
(4) The newsboy is a helper. He sells and delivers the news-
paper to us. 
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(5) The newsboy earns money selling newspapers. 
(6) The shoemaker makes his living by repairing shoes. 
(7) The carpenter is a helper. He helps to build our houses. 
(8) The janitor is a helper. He helps to keep us warm by 
ca.ring for the furnace. 
(9) The janitor mru(eS his living by caring for the furnace • 
.. (10) In the city houses are built close together . 
(11) In the country the farm houses are built far apart. 
(12) Some of the animals who live on the farm are the cow, 
rooster, hen, duck, cat, and dog. 
(13) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(14) Animals supply us with many things and services necessary 
to our welfare~ 
(15) Children find pleasure in games . 
(16) Children find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(17) We find happiness in sharing with others. 
c. Summary of Story 
A city woman moves to the country to seek quiet, but soon 
misses the noises of the city. 
24. Teddy and Babs 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) In a city people live in apartment houses. 
(2.) An apartment house is a big building where many families 
live together. 
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(3) The community provides parks in the city in which 
children may play. 
(4) The community provides a policeman to protect the people 
in the park . 
(5) The policeman is a friend. He helps you in time of need. 
(6) The automobile is a means of transportation. 
(7) At the farm there is much space for children to play. 
( 8) Children find pleasure in pets. 
(9) Children find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
c. Summary of Story 
A family moves from the city to a farm. 
25. Farmer Tom 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) People must have milk, eggs, and fruit in order to live 
and to be healthy and strong . 
(2) We are dependent for our f ood upon many other people. 
(3) The milkman is a helper. He brings milk to our house 
every day. 
(4) Certain foods like ee;gs and fruit must be brought from a 
distance to be sold in our markets. 
(5) ~ther and father provide ways of having their children 
enjoy themselves. 
(6) A bus is a means of transportation. 
(7) There is much work to do on the farm. 
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( 8) Children help the farmer by gathering eggs and picking 
apples. 
(9) We find pleasure on the farm. 
(10) We find pleasure in riding horses. 
(11) We find pleasure in gardening . 
(12) We find pleasure in cats and dogs. 
(13) ~1en and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(14) We depend upon the cow for milk. 
(15) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets and 
animals. 
(16) We find pleasure in sharing vr.i. th others. 
c. Summary of Story 
Tom enjoys his experiences on Uncle Bill's farm. 
26 . David's Silver Dollar 
a . Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) There are many kinds of stores in the city. 
(2) Ma11y kinds of toys are found in a toy store. 
(3) Children find pleasure in the snow and the out-of-doors. 
(4) Children find pleasure in sleds. 
(5) Goldfish, turtles and canary birds are bought and sold 
at a pet store. 
(6) We find pleasure in pet rabbits. 
( 7) We find pleasure in m.Onkeys. 
(8) Giving to mother makes us happy. 
(9) Lambs, baby pigs and goats live on a farm . 
(10) We find pleasure i n fishing . 
(11) Flour is made from wheat. 
(12 ) A mill is a place where flour is made. 
(13) We find pleasure in music. 
(14) The country postman delivers mai l by car . 
(15) We find pl easure in cr eating and constructi ng things. 
(16 ) Many different kinds of things are bought and sold in 
the country store . 
(17 ) Clothing, food, tools, utensi l s and many other things can 
be bought and sold in the country store . 
(18) There are many activi t i es going on in a store, such as 
buying and selling, cleaning, advertising and arranging 
stock . 
(19) The storeman secures his goods from many sources . 
(20) We find pleasure in pets. 
(21 ) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets . 
c . Summary of Story 
David enjoys many interes ting experiences in hi s efforts to 
spend his silver dol lar . 
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III. The Laidlaw Basic Readers 
A. . Stories We Like 
1. Tormny in a Tent 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Everybody finds pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(2) Mother is a helper. She cares for our clothes and is 
ready to help in time of need. 
(3) Mother is a helper. She prepares our meals for us. 
(4) Camping out of doors makes you responsible. 
(5) People must have shelter. A tent is one form of shelter. 
(6) Eve~rbody needs recreation. Having a good time together 
makes our bodies and our minds more heal thy.-
(7) We find pleasure in birds and animals. 
c. Summary of Story 
A father and his son go camping over night and enjoy the 
experiences of sleeping and ea.ting out in the open. 
2. Clml!n Peter 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The clovm in the circus earns his living by making 
people laugh. 
(2) The clown is well prepared for his work. 
(3) The clovm works hard planning and doing tricks to make 
us laugh. 
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(4) The clown is a helper. He provides ways of mck ing us 
enjoy ourselves. 
(5) People in the circus work together to make people in the 
community enjoy themselves. 
(6) We f i nd pleasure in the circus. 
(7) We f i nd pleasure in circus ani mals . 
( 8) The people in the c onununi ty bring the circus to their 
conuauni ty to provide ways of enjoying themselves. 
(9) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy. 
c. Summary of Story 
Clown Peter makes people at the circus laugh by doing many 
funny tricks. 
3. Micky Long Tail 
a . - situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Men train animals like monkeys to help them earn a 
living. 
(2) Monkeys live in a land v.rhere palm trees and: coconuts 
grow. 
(3) Our responsibility is to take good care of animals. 
(4) The donkey helps man by pulling wa gons with loads or by 
carrying loads. 
(5) The organ -man earns his living by bringing us pleasure. 
(6) We find pleasure in watching monkeys do tricks. 
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c. Sunnnary of Story 
Hicky, a circus monkey, is lonely for his mm land - the land 
of palm trees and coconuts. By doing a brave deed of saving 
t he life of a baby, iVricky earns his freedom and is sent back 
to his happy land. 
4. Little Bow 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understm1dings 
( 1) Indians live in vr.i..gwams • 
(2) Indians get their. food by hunting . 
(3) Indians hunt with bows and arrows. 
(lr) Indian boys find pleasure in bunting and the out-of-doors. 
c. Su.rnmary of Story 
Little Boy, an Indian boy, meets with great danger while 
exploring his o>m community. 
). Little Star 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Underst&~dings 
(1) Our responsibility is to take good care of our animals. 
(2) Horses supply the farmer ~nth service which is necessary 
to our welfare. 
(3) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(4) The farmer uses the horse to transport him, draw wagons 
and pull a plow. 
(5) Boys find pleasure in horses. 
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c. Summary of Story 
Dick has many anxious moments over his runaway colt, but 
becomes very happy Yvhen he finds her. 
6. The School Garden 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in gardening. 
(2.) Many foods can be raised in our mm neighborhood. 
(J) We depend on horses to pull the plows. 
(4) We find pleasure in raising flowers. 
(5) Children practice responsibility while caring for a 
garden. 
(6) The market is a store in the connnunity where vegetables 
are bought and sold. 
( 7) The man who works in the market is a helper. 'While 
earning a living, he helps the group to live better. 
( 8) ·working together makes life happier arid more interesting. 
(9) Working toe;ether gives us the opportunity to practice 
the principles of democracy - cooperation, consideration 
for the rights of others and self control. 
c. S~~ary of Story 
The chi:)..dren in school work together rais'ing vegetables in 
a school garden in order to purchase a picture for t..he 
classroom. 
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I V. Today 1s Work- Pl ay Books 
A. Friends And Workers 
1. Two Ponies 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in riding ponies. 
(2) Mother is a helper . She cooks for the family. 
(]>) People in ·one co.rr.munity keep in touch with people in 
other corrununi ties by traveling. 
(4) All communities need the products of other co~nunities. 
No community can be entirely self sufficient. 
(5) Horses .supply us -vcith services necessary to our welfare. 
(6) Men and animals are dependent upon .each other. 
(7) In every co~nunity ~here are different types of buildings 
used by different groups of people. 
(8) The community supplies the daily needs of the family. 
(9) Ma11y kinds of food can be bought in a grocery store. 
(10) The grocer~r man, while maldng his ol"m living, helps the 
whole group to live better . 
(11) There are many activities going on in a grocery store, 
such as buying, selling, displaying goods, cleaning, 
advertising, building and repairing, and arranging stock. 
(12) The grocery store is the Dlli~ediate sourde of food for 
our daily meals. 
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(13) Grocers secure their goods from many different sources. 
(14) Courtesy is important in business. 
(15) Our responsibility is to take good care of our anL~als. 
(16) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(17) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
malces our bodies and our minds more healthy. 
c • Summary of Story 
~~o boys use their ponies for transportation and pleasure. 
2. On the Mail Train 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(l) People in one community keep in touch with people in 
other communities by receiving and sending messages. 
(2) A mail train is a train on which men work sorting and 
packing mail in order that mail can be dropped in dif-
ferent communities by which the train passes. 
(3) The mail train 1vithout stopping picks up mail in differ-
ent communi ties by means of a device;. 
(h) The mailman earns his living by bringing mail to your 
house. 
(5) People in the community depend on the mailman to receive 
and send messages. 
(6) We must respect the mailman. 
c • Summary of Story 
Men on the ma;il train work hard preparing mail bags for 
their destination . 
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3. Jack Bro"V'.'ll, Pilot 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) The pilot, wnile making his living, helps the group to 
live better. 
(2) People in one community keep il1 touch with people of 
other communities by traveling, transporting goods and 
by receiving and sending messages by plane. 
(J) The airplane is the fastest means of transportation. 
(4) The pilot is prepared for his work. 
(.5) The radio man at the airport is a helper. He earns his 
living by guiding the pilot by radio. 
(6) Many people, while ma<ing a living, work together to 
make travel by plane rapid, safe, and comfortable. 
(7) We owe respect to the pilot. 
c. Summary of Story 
A description of the work of Jack Brown, a pilot. 
4. Through the Fog 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings 
(1) Everybody needs recreation. Enjoying things with others 
makes the body and mind more heal thy. 
(2) Mother is a helper. She prepares our lunch for us. 
(J,) Enj eying things vii th others ma.l.ces us happy. 
(4) Yle find pleasure in boats and the out-of-doors. 
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(5) The lighthouse keeper is a helper. He makes his living 
by guiding boats to safety through fogs and storms. 
(6) Many people work together to make travel by boat safe. 
c • Summary of Story 
A family gets lost in the fog. Their boat lands safely on 
an island. The fwnily seeks refuge in the lighthouse until 
the fog disappears. 
5. An Indian Vfater Jar 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The Indians, because of their environment, had to make 
their o1m cooking utensils. 
(2) The Indian girls are helpers, because they make cooking 
utensils for their mothers. 
c. Summary of Story 
Blue Sl~, an Indian girl, helps mother by making a utensil, 
a clay jar. 
6. Johnny and His Mule 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) In every community there are different types of buildings 
used by different groups of people . 
(2) Our responsibility is to takE~ good care of our animals. 
(3') Men are dependent upon animals to hel p them with their 
work. 
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(4) Mother is a helper . She truces care of the house and 
prepares our meals. 
(5) The teacher is. our friend. She helps us in time of need . 
c. Summary of Story 
Johnny gets a bad bargain by purchasing a balking mule. 
However., father soon finds a way pf making use of the mule. 
7. Zeb Goes Fishing 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) The fishennan earns his living by fishing. 
(2) We make continuous use of foods which come from other 
communities. 
(3) Men by the sea earn a living by lobster fishing . 
(4) People depend on eadh other for different kinds of food. 
(5) The fisherman· is well prepared for his work . 
( 6) Yie must respect the fisherman because he braves the fogs 
and storms to obtain food for us. 
(7) Clothing selected for fishing must be warm. 
(8) A fisherman is a helper. Vlhile earning his living, he 
helps the group to live better . 
(9) The fisherman is a hel per . He provides us ·with fish, 
an important food. 
c. Summary of Story 
Zeb experiences the hardships of the fisherman who braves 
dangers at sea to procure food for us. 
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8. The Threshers Are Coming 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) People must have proper food like wheat in order to live 
.and to be healthy and strong. 
(2) We are dependent for our f ood upon many people. 
(3) People are ready to trade something they raise for some-
thing they need. 
(4) The Thresher is a co~unity helper. ~bile making his 
living, he helps the group to live better •. 
(5) -~1 communities need the products and help of other 
communities and peoples. No community can be self 
sufficient. 
(6) Certain foods can be grown in our neighborhood, but some 
foods must be brought from a distance and sold in our 
markets. 
(7) Some people produce food, some prepare food for our use, 
and some .market the food. 
(8) We, in America, send some foods to other regions in ex-
change for what they send us. 
(9) Man has invented the threshing mac hine to make his work 
easier and faster. 
(10) Lien mus t tal<:e good care of their machines. 
(11) Horses help men by pulling wagons. 
(12) Men and animals- are dependent upon each other. 
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(13) The cowboy is a helper. He earns his living by caring 
for the cows on a ranch. 
c. Sununary of Story 
Ma11y men work together at Grandfather 1 s fcu"lll when it is time 
to thresh wheat. 
9. Lewis, the Sheep Boy 
a. Situation - Farm 
b . Understandings 
(1) Sheep supply us with food and wool. 
(2) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(3) Our responsibility is to take good care of our animals. 
(4) There are many, many sheep on a sheep ranch. 
(5) The sheep herder is a helper. He makes his living by 
caring for sheep. 
(6) The sheep herder depends on the dog to help him in his 
work. 
(7) We need woolen clothing for cold weather. 
(8) People are dependent upon sheep for vvool. 
c. Summary of Story 
A sheep boy who is left in charge of a sheep ranch makes 
many sacrifices to meet his responsibility in . caring for t he 
sheep. 
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V. Basic Readers;: ·curriculum Foundation Series 
A. Friends and Neighbors 
1. A New Game 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in tpys and games . 
(2) Through play activities children practice the principles 
of democratic livi ng, such as cooperation and good 
sportsmcmshi p. 
c. Sunnnary of Story 
Children become familiar with the community through play 
activities. 
2. The Surprise Train 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in toys. 
(2) Enjoying things vdth other people makes life happier 
and more interesting. 
(3) Sharing v;i th others makes us happy. 
(4) Everybody needs recreation. It makes the body and the 
mind more healthy and helps us to develop the right 
social habits. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children in the neighborhood enjoy things together. 
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3 • lfrs. m_ll 1 s Birthday 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Giving makes us happy. 
(2) We are dependent upon the store lady for many of our needs 
(3) There are many activities going on in a store, such as 
buying and selling, advertising, cleaning, and arranging 
stock. 
(4) Courtesy is important in business. 
(5) Bringing happiness to others makes life for us happier 
and more interesting. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children find pleasure in giving lvf_,rs. Hill, the store lady, 
a birthday present. 
4. Ellen 1 s Wish 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in the community f ind pleasure in mru~ing other 
people happy. 
(2) Children find pleasure in dogs. 
c. Summary of Story 
Mrs. Hill makes Ellen hai>PY by making her wish come true. 
5. Two Neighbors 
a. Situation - Co~munity 
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b. Understandings 
(1) Through play activities we learn to practice the prin-
ciples of democratic living, such as cooperation, fair 
play, good sportsmanship, self control, and consideration 
for the rights of others. 
(2) We must learn to get along y.,i th other people. 
(3') Enjoying things vii th other people makes life happier 
and more interesting . 
c. Summar y of Story . 
Children realize that they must take turns in their play 
activities . 
6. Going To The City 
a . Situation - Transportation 
b . Understandings 
(1) The conductor on the train is a helper. He makes his 
livi.n.g by giving us help and comfort while we travel. 
(2) The train is a means of transportation . 
(3) People in one community keep in touch with people in 
another community by travel. 
(4) In every community there are different types of buildings 
used by different groups of people. 
c, Summary of Story 
John travels by train to the city ~mere he becomes acquainted 
with another CO!Th"!llli1i ty. 
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7. A Funny Telephone 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) In every community there are different kinds of buildings, 
used by different groups of people. 
(2) In the city many people have their homes in large 
buildings. 
(3) An apartment building is a building in which there are 
many homes. 
(4) People keep in touch with others by receiving and sending 
letters. 
(5) Children enjoy games. 
(6) Enjoying thinGS ·with others makes life happier and more 
interesting . 
c. Sllilli~ary of Story 
Children become better aequainted with the community through 
play. 
8. A Pocket Full of Pennies 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The street car is a means of travel and transportation 
in the city. 
(2) Enjoying things vrith others makes life happier and more 
interesting. 
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(J) l!Je find pleasure in sharing 1vi th others. 
(4) The merry-go-round man, the train man, the pony man, and 
the balloon .man are helpers. 
(5) Children find pleasure in the merry-go-round, trains, and 
ponies. 
c. $ummary of Story 
Children become better acquainted with the community through 
a visit to the park. 
9. A Good Day 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in toys. 
(2.) People like to give and share. 
0) People in the community provide ways of making us enjoy 
ourselves. 
(4) Enjoying things with others makes life happier and more 
interesting. 
c. Summary of Story 
Uncle Peter buys toys for children to enjoy while remaining 
indoors on a rainy day. 
10. The Good-by Party 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in the community provide ways for us to enjoy 
ourselves. 
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(2) Having good times together helps us to develop the right 
social habits. 
(3) We find pleasure in parties and games. 
(4) Enjoying things vdth other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
c. Summary of Story 
The children become familiar vdth a large social group 
through a house party. 
11. Jim's Little Chicken 
a. Situation - Farm 
( 1) Vie find pleasure in animals • 
(2) Our responsibility is to take good care of farm animals 
and pets. 
(3) lten and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(4) Farm animals supply us ~~th things and services necessary 
to our welfare . 
c. Suro~ary of Story 
Jim enjoys his first visit to the farm and shares the respon-
sibilities of caring for the farm animals and his pet . 
12. Baby Elephant 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pl easure in the circus. 
(2) \',je need recreation. It makes our bodies and our minds 
more healthy. 
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(J) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
(4) The community provides ways of mald.ng us enjoy ourselves 
by bringing the circus to us. 
(5) Many people live and work together in the circus. 
( 6) ~v!any people int the circus work hard to give us pleasure. 
(7) The animal trainer makes his living by training animals. 
(8) The animal trainer is well prepared for his work . 
(9) Our responsibility is to take good care of circus 
animals. 
c. Summary of Story 
Uncle Joe takes the children to the circus where they enjoy 
watching the elephants perform. 
13. Finding a Pet 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in pets. 
(2) Our responsibility is to tru<e good care of our pets. 
(3) We find pleasure in riding a pony. 
(4) Father provides ways of making his children enjoy them-
selves. 
c. Summary of Story 
Three children ;vho move to the farm find new pets . 
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14. Halloween Fun 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) Father provides ways of helping his children enjoy them-
selves. 
(2) l'fe have flm on Halloween night. 
(3) Enjoying things with others makes us happier and makes 
life more interesting . 
(4) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
c. Stmlinary of Story 
Father helps the children get ready for Halloween fun . 
15. The Bi g Surprise 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understru1dings 
(1) The handy man is a community helper. He helps to keep 
the community clean and attractive by raking and burning 
the leaves. 
(2 ) Children must accept responsibility for cleanliness and 
neatness wherever they may be pl aying or working . 
(3) The handy man, vvhile making his living, hel ps the whole 
group in the communi t y to live better . 
(4) Children must take pride in the appearance of the com-
munity. 
(5) Community helpers provide ways of making other people 
enjoy themselves. 
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c. S~m~J of Stor y 
16. The Bi ggest Apple 
a . Situation - School 
b . UnderstaDdings 
(l) Children f ind pleasure in songs and stories . 
(2) The teacher is a friend . She hel ps children ·when they 
are in trouble . 
(3) The teacher provides ways of making chil dren enjoy them-
selves at school. 
c. Sum.mary of Story 
1'!Iiss Gr ay comes to Billy ' s aid at school. 
17. The Potato Man 
a . Situation - Communit y 
b. Understandings 
(l) ','Ve are dependent upon many people for our food . 
( 2) The potfl. to man mck es a living by raising and selling 
potatoes . 
(3) Men and horses are dependent upon each other. 
(4) Horses are used t o tra.'l.sport goods. 
(5) Our responsibility is to tru{e good care of pets and 
animals. 
(6) We f ind pleasure in pets. 
c. Summary of Story 
The potato man comes to t ovvn to sell potatoes . 
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18. Who Clea.Tled the Walk? 
a. Situation - Comimmity 
b. Understandings 
(l) The handy man is a real helper. He takes care of the 
streets in winter . 
(2) The handy man prevents hardship and inconvenience for 
the group by clearli1g the street and roads of snow. · 
(3') The handy man helps people who come to our houses. 
c. Summary of Story 
The children help clear the walk of snow to prevent accidents. 
19. The Christmas Tree 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) The com.munity provides a park where children can play 
in safety. 
(2) Children find pleasure in the out- of- doors. 
(J) People in the community provide ways of enjoying t hem-
selves. 
(4) The policeman and the handy man are friends as well as 
helpers. 
(5) Christma.a means giving and sharing . 
(6) Everybody needs recreation. It makes our bodies and 
minds more healthy and helps us develop the right social 
habits. 
(7) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier 
and more interesting. 
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(8) We find pleasure in the Christmas tree. 
c. Summary of Story 
The people in the community enjoy the Christmas tree at 
the park. 
20. Zeke and the Birds 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
c. 
(1) We find pleasure in the out·-of-doors. 
(2) We find pleasure in gardening. 
(3) The gardener is a helper. · He raises food for us. 
(4) The gardener is a good friend. 
Summary of Story 
Zeke and the children share the experience of making a 
garden. 
21. How Johnny Helped 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children must accept responsibility for cleanliness and 
neatness wherever they may be playing or working. 
(2) Children must cooperate in keeping the yard clean. 
(3) The handy man makes his living by keeping the yards 
clean and attractive. 
(4) All members of the family must share the responsibility 
of keeping the yard and community attractive. 
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c. Summary of Story 
The children help the handy man by caring for their playthings. 
22. I Won 't Forget 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in pets. 
(2) Vfe must make sacrifices often in order to meet our 
responsibilities. 
(3) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
(4) Yfe can help our friends by caring for their pets. 
()) We find pleasure in ridll1g in boats. 
c. Smmnary of Story 
Ann helps her brother by caring for his pet r abbit while he 
is on vacation. 
23. The Bi g Shovel 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The man ~o makes the steam shovel go is a community 
helper. 
(2) Y::en are al ways inventing machines to make their work 
easier. 
(3) The gasoline shovel digs the ground faster than man. 
c. Summary of Story 
The children observe the work of thesteam shovel. 
-
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B. More Friends and Neighbors 
l. Fnn In The Snow 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Through play activities the children learn to practice 
the principles of democratic living - cooperation, good 
sportsmanship and sharing vdth each other. 
(2) Enjoying things vnth each other makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
c. Su...TI'l'Jlary of Story 
The city children and the conntry .children become acquainted 
with each other and with their commnnity through play. 
2. Fun on the Ice 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy. 
(2) Children love animals and find pleasure in helping them. 
(3) Children find pleasure in skating and the out-of-doors. 
c. S~mary of Story 
Children protect a calf f rom injury on the ice by taking the 
calf from the ice pond. 
3. As Good As New 
a. Situation - School 
==~r 
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b. Understandings 
(l) Sharing things vdth each other brings much pleasure to 
all. 
(2) Enjoying things with other people malces life happier and 
more interesting . 
(3) Children who play together must share their toys and 
have respect for the property of others. 
(4) Children find pleasure in toys. 
(5) The fireman is not only a helper but a friend in time 
of need. 
c • Summary of Story 
Molly has an accident with a borrowed doll. The doll is 
repaired by a friendly fireman. 
4. The Surprise Valentines 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(l) Having good times together helps us to develop right . 
social habits. 
(2) Children enjoy Valentine's Day because they give as well 
as receive. 
(3) Giving brings as much pleasure as receiving . 
(4) Having good times together makes our minds and bodies 
more healthy. 
c. Summary of Story 
Betty surprises her classmates at school by bringing cookie 
valentines to t hem. 
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5. Bobby's New Shoes 
a. Situation - Commm1ity 
b . Understandings 
(1) The policeman is a helper. He helps children to find 
their mothers v1hen they are lost. 
(2) The policeman is a good friend. 
(3) The policeman patrols the c qmmuni ty. He helps people Who 
are in need of help. 
(4) We are dependent upon many people for comfort and help. 
(5) The man who sells shoes, while making his own living, 
helps to give us comfort by taking care of our clothing 
needs. 
6. The Detour 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) There are different kinds of co~munities such as city 
communities and farm communities. 
(2) Some communities are large, and some cowllunities are 
small. 
(3) Each community puts up signs on the roads. They help 
people to get from plade to place safely. 
(4) In every community the men who work on the streets and 
roads are real helpers. They help to keep us safe by 
fixing streets and roads. 
(5) Detour signs are put up in order that you can travel 
safely vn1ile roads and streetsarebeing repaired. 
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c. S~mary of Story 
Molly and Mother take a detour to reach Uncle Joe's farm . 
7. M:olly 1s Surprise 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children need recreation. Roller skating is a good form 
of recreation. 
(2) Having good times together makes our bodies and our rninds 
more healthy. 
(3) Having good times together helps us to develop the rie;ht 
social habits. 
(4) Through play activities children learn to practice the 
principles of democratic living - cooperation, self 
control, and consideration for the rights of others. 
(5) Children must show consideration and thoughtfulness for 
others during play. 
c. StTirnnary of Story 
IHiolly and friends show considers.tion for Mrs. Brovm 1 s baby by 
roller skating on another steeet away from Mrs. Bro'V'm 1 s house 
during the baby's afternoon nap. 
8. \T.hich Circus? 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in animals cmd the circus . 
(2) In order to have a v~1olesome good time in the co~~unity, 
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the children must become faniliar with the circus. 
(3) Children find pleasure in a dog and pony show. 
(4) Children find pleasure in the merry-go-round. 
(5) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
(6) People in the community work together to provide ways for 
children to enjoy themselves. 
c. Summary of Story 
Since Jack has spent the money he saved for the circus, he is 
not allowed to see the circus. 
9. Sleepy Sam 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in riding horses. 
(2) The horse is a means of transportation. 
c. Sunmary of Story 
A horse plays a joke on both Nancy and Jill by suddenly 
turning around and bringing them home again. 
10. Who Likes a Party? 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in animals. 
(2) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
(3) Everybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more heal thy and helps us 
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to develop right social habits • . 
c. Summary of Story 
(1) Betty goes to Sally's party and is followed to the par ty 
by her four pets; a dog, a duck, a rooster, and a pig~ 
11. The Magic Word 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in ponies. 
(2) Children find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(3) Enjoying things with other people makes life happi er and 
more interesting. 
c. Summary of Story 
Some children become very happy when Tom discovers the magic 
word which mru<es the stubborn pony trot. 
12. The Kitten Vfuo Worked 
a. Situat ion - Co~~unity 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find ple~sure in kittens. 
(2) Children find pleasure in caring for pets . 
(3) Children learn responsibility when they take care of their 
own pets. 
r4) The photographer makes a living by taking photographs of 
people. 
(5) The photographer is well prepared for his work. 
c. Summary of Story 
N~. Wood, a photographer, offers to care for lmn 1s kitten 
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Penny, while she is on vacation. 
13. Aunt Susan's Clock 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in visiting friends. 
(2) Helping others makes us happy. 
(3) Enjoying things with other people mck es life happier and 
·more enjoyable. 
c. Summ-ary of Story 
Children learn that time goes by more quickly when they are 
busy helping others. 
14. Billy Works, Too 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The milkman is a . helper. He makes his living by bringing 
milk to us. 
(2) The policeman must work in all kinds of weather. 
(3) The men in the 9treet department protect us by making the 
icy streets safe for people and cars. 
(4) The men in the street department are real helpers. They 
sand the icy streets a nd roads in vr.inter. 
(5) The men who care for the streets in vvinter make it 
possible for helpers like the p0stman, the milkman, 
grocery mru1, the farmer, the newspaper boy, etc~, to 
come to our homes. 
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(6) The farmer supplies us with food. 
(7) The farmer must work in all kinds of weather. 
(8) Children find pleasure in making other people happy. 
c. S~mary of Story 
Billy makes walking in front of his house safe for helpers 
like the postman, the milkman, grocery man, the farmer, the 
newspaper boy, etc. 
1_5. Molly Plays a Joke 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in making things. 
(2) By maki ng things together children learn to practice the 
principles of d~mocratic living, such as cooperation, 
self control, and good sportsmanship. 
(3) Making things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
c . Summary of Story 
Molly, in her eagerness to help her friends _ build a play-
house, plays a joke on herself. 
16. Tommy's Pumpkin 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in gardening and the out-of-doors. 
(2) A gardener must give good care to the garden in order to 
make things grow. 
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(3) Enjoying things ·with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
c. SummmJT of Story 
Tommy plants pumpkin seeds vdth the hope of having pumpkins 
for Hallowreen. 
17. David Helps Thresh 
a . Situation - Farm 
b. UndeTstancp_ngs 
(1) A community consists of groups of people living and work-
. ing together. 
(2) We need different kinds of farm machinery to produce food 
for people. 
(3) We must respect the farmer ru1d his helpers because they 
work.hard to produce food for us. 
(4) Men are alWaYS inventing machines to make their work 
easier and faster . 
(5) Working together makes us happy . 
(6) By working together we learn · the principles of democratic 
living - cooperation, good sportsmru1ship, obe:y-ing rules, 
self control, and consideration for the rights of others . 
c. Surnmary of Story 
David proves to be a real helper on threshing day by carry-ing 
drinking water to the farmer and his helpers. 
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18. The Errand Girl 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children who go on errands for the family are real helpers. 
(2 ) Helping others makes one happy. 
(3) I1.Iany differe1~t kinds of things may be bought at the s tore . 
(4) The storekeeper secures his goods from many different 
sources. 
()) People in a comm1mity are dependent upon one another . 
(6) The community supplies the daily needs of the f amily. 
The storekeeper, while making his ovm living, helps the 
whole group to live better. 
c. Sur:r.mary of Story 
Molly proves to be a r eal helper by going on errands . 
19. The New Icebox 
a. Situation - CoD.mU11ity 
b. Understandings 
(1) Men invent machinery to make work easier for mother at 
home. 
(2) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier and 
more interesting. 
(3) The grocery store is one of the sources of food for our 
daily meals . 
(4) People in a community are dependent upon one another for 
things they need . 
II 
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(5) People in a co~~unity are dependent upon s tor es which 
sell el ectrical appliances. 
(6) 1.1an invented the electric refrigerator to preserve food 
for everyone. 
(7) The grocery boy is a helper. He delivers food to the 
people in the cormnuni ty. 
( 8) The icebox salesman, while making his ovm livi ng, hel ps 
t he peopl e in the community to live better. 
c. Summary of Story 
Bobby and hi s friends have fun on a . hot afternoon by setting 
up a stand cm.d serving ice-cold water to their friends. 
21. The Birthday Present 
a . Situation - Commtmity 
b. Understandings 
(1) We are dependent for our food upon many people . 
(2) The farmer produces fo od for our use. 
(3') The grocery store is a source of food for our daily meal . 
(4) Grocer s obtain their goods from many different s ources. 
(5) We must hel p our nei ghbor s in time of need. 
(6) We find pleasure in birthday parties . 
(7) We find pleasure in giving pres ents. 
c. Summary of Story 
Short Uncle Joe re~rds Tom for helping him in time of need . 
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VI . Developmental Reading Series 
A . Dovm Our Vfay 
1. Money for the Circus 
a. Situation - Farm 
b . Understandings 
(1) We must work i n order to make a living . 
( 2) We depend upon the farmer for fruits and vegetables. 
(3) People must have fruit i n order to live and be healthy 
and strong . 
c. Summary of Story 
Billy and Jack plan to earn money by picking stravvberries in 
order to see the circus. 
2. Did Judy Help? 
a . Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) We depend upon the farmer for our f ood. 
(2) The farmer must weed his garden in order to help things 
to grow. 
c . Summary of Stor y 
Judy, the little sister, amuses her brother and father in her 
efforts to help them. 
3 . The Fourth of July 
a. Si t uation - Farm 
b . Understm1dings 
(1) yre find pleasure in celebrating the Fourth of July. 
(2) We find pleas ure in parades. 
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(3) Mother and ·.father provide ways of making us enjoy our-
selves. 
(4) The American flag is a symbol of the good life as we know 
it. 
(5) Good Americru1s love their flag . 
c. Sillmnary of StorJr 
A family celebrate the Fourth of July by having a parade. 
4. Hurrah for the Circus! 
a . Situation - Comm~Ulity 
b. Underst&~dings 
(1) The car is a means of transportation. 
(2) We find pleasure in a parade. 
(3) We find pleasure in circus animals . 
(4) 'rhe balloon man at the circus makes his living by selling 
balloons. 
(5) The circus man truces good care of the circus animals. 
c. Summary of Story 
The family ·go to the circus. 
5. The Bi g Show 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The circus has its show in a tent. 
(2) People find pleasure in a circus parade. 
(3) The people in the circus band make their living by play-
ing music. 
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(Lf) The clO"Ivn makes his living by doing funny tricks. 
()) The clown is a helper. He mru{es the whole group live 
better by bringing them pl easure. 
(6) The clown is well prepared for his work . 
(7) The animals in the circus help men make a living . 
(8) Meri and anLmals are dependent upon each other. 
(9) Our responsibility is to t ru{e good care of our anLrnals. 
(10) The horseback riders earn their living by doing stunts 
on horses •. 
(11) The horseback rider is well prepared for his Y.t> rk. 
(12) Everybody neeas recreation. It makes our bodies and 
our minds more healthy. 
(13) In the circus many people live and work together. 
(~4) The circus people work hard to provide us with enter-
tainment. 
c. Sunmary of Story 
Jack enjoys taking part in the circus show. 
6. The Ride to Fox Lake 
a. Si tuation - Corrrrnunity 
b. Understandings 
(l) Everybody needs recreation. It makes the body and 
mind more healthy. 
(2) A tent is one kind of shelter. 
(3) We find pleasur e in row boats. 
(4) We must have f ood in order to live, be healthy and 
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strong . 
(5) A trailer is a big car in nhich people live .• 
(6) Hany people live together at a tourist camp. 
c. Sum~a~- of Story 
A fa l'T'ily arrives at a tourist camp vrhere it plans to spend 
a week. 
7. Fun at Fox Lake 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) Everybody needs r ecreation. It makes our bodies ~~d 
minds heal thy. 
(2)We find pleasure in svd.mming . 
(3) Swimrri.ng is a good f orm of recreation. 
(4) We find pleasure in roYving a boat. 
(5) Enjoying things with other people makeslife happier 
and more interesting. 
(6) We find pleasure in fishing . 
c • Summary of Story 
The children make new friends c:md share some en joyable 
experiences a t the tourist camp. 
B. The Vegetable Ean 
a. Situation - Com~unity 
b. Understandings 
(l) People must have vegetables in order to live and to 
be healthy and strong . 
(2) Yie are dependent f or our food upon many ot her people. 
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(3) The wagon is a means of transportation. 
(4) Man depends on the horse to pull his wagon. 
(5) Our responsibility is to take good care of our animals. 
(6) The vegetable man, while making his living, helps the 
whole gr oup to live better. 
c. Summary of Story 
The vegetable man goes up and down the street selling 
vegetables. 
9. 11oney for a Football 
a. Situation - C on~unity 
b. Understandings 
(1) Peopl e must have vegetables in order to live and be 
heal thy .:md strong. 
(2) People are dependent upon each other. 
(3) Vfe must work in orde1~ to obtain money. 
c. Su.rnmary of Story 
Jack and h:Ls sister earn money selling ve getables from 
their garden . 
10. Yfuat Shall I Buy? 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) Sharing with others :makes us happy. 
( 2) There are many kinds of stores in a corrL'TI.uni ty. 
i c. Su.mmary of Story )) 
- :! Jack and Judy buy ice cream for the family din..YJ.er. 11 
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ll. Market Day 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(l) Many different kinds of foods are bought and sold at 
a big market . 
(2) The market man secures his goods from many different 
sources. 
(3) People in a community are dependent upon one another. 
(4) There are many activities going on in a market, such 
as buying and sellihg, cleaning, advertising, and 
arranging stock. 
(5) Attractive displays help to sell goods. 
(6) Courtesy is important in business . 
c. Summary of Story 
The children enjoy shopping with mother at the big mar ket. 
12 • The New I\i tty 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(l) ';'Je find pleasure in kittens . 
(2) People find pleasure in making other people happy . 
(3) Our responsibility is to t ake good care of our pets. 
c. Surnm~y of Story 
Billy and Jack make Judy happy by buying a kitten for her. 
13. Lunch at the Market 
a. Situation - Comnunity 
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b. Understandings 
(1) Many different kinds of foods can be bought at the 
market. 
(2) We must have the r ight f oods to grow strong and healthy . 
(3) \'Je must drink mil k in order to l ive to be strong and 
healthy . 
14. Good Friends 
a . Situation - Horae 
b . Unders t andings 
(1) We find pleasur e in pets like cats 
(2) Our responsibility is to take good 
(3) Een and ani.7!lal s are dependent upon 
c . S~mmary of Story 
Judy tal{es ood care of her new kitten. 
1.5 . The Dairy 
a. Situation - Co®nunity 
b. Understandings 
e.nd dogs. 
care of our pets . 
each other. 
(1) The mi l kman is a helper. He bri ngs rrilk to our homes 
every day. 
(2 ) The mi l kman, whi l e malcin[; his living, helps the group 
to live better. 
(3) The wagon is a means of transportation . 
(4 ) Men and animals are dependent on each other. 
(5) It is our responsibility to take good care of our 
animals . 
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(6) Farm trucks are used to transport milk to the dairy . 
(7) Man invents machines to do his work fast and make his 
work easy . 
( 8) Milk is put in bottles by a large machine. 
( 9 ) The machine saves time and energy. 
c. SUJ!UTia,ry of Story 
Billy enjoys the experience of visiting the dairy. a nd be-
comLTJ.g better acquainted with the corrmll..mity by ridine; 
around tmm on the dairy wagon. 
16. The Best Horse in Tmvn 
a. Situation - Co:rnnunity 
b . Understandings 
(1) We ar e dependent upon animals f or the service they 
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give us. i 
The fireman uses a fi r etruck as a means of transportat ioJ . (2) 
(3) 
(4 ) 
The horse needs shelter and food in order to live. 
Our responsibility is to take good care of our animals. 
c. Suri:rrnary of Story 
Blackie, the horse, helps the millanan by pulli ng the milk 
wagon . 
17. Back at the Dairy 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) The mil kman uses a truck as a means of transportation. 
(2) People who work in the dairy are careful in pr eparing 
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and handling dairy foods in order that they may be 
clean. 
(3) Many people work in the dairy to help us to live better .. I 
(4) People make their living working in the dairy. 
c. Summ~.ry of Story 
Billy becomes better acquainted with the dairy. 
1 8. The Firemen Help Peachy 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
(2) The fireman is kind. He makes people happy by helping 
them when they are in need. 
c. Su~mary of $tory 
Firemen are called to help a kitten down from a tree. 
19. The Fire at the Market 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) The fire truck is used by the firemen as a means of 
transportation. 
(~) The fireman is a helper. He puts out fires and leads 
us to safety. 
(3) People must cooperate with the fireman. 
(4) We respect the fireman. 
(5) The fireman, while making his living, helps the whole 
group in the community to live better. 
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(6) The community provides us ~dth the services of the 
fireman in order to keep us safe. 
(7) The fireman uses a machine to throw water on fires. 
( 8) The fireman leads animals to safety when there is a 
fire. 
(9) The fireman is well prepared for his work. 
(10) Men< and animals are dependent upon one another:~ 
c. Summary of Story 
The firemen put out a fire at the market,~ 
2.0. Tim Wants a Pet 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understm1dings 
(l) We find pleasliTe in pets. 
(2) People in one community keep in touch with people of 
another community by means of travel and transportation . 
(3) 'rhe train is a means of transportation. 
(4) Farm animals supply us -vd th many things and services 
necessary to our welfare. 
(5) Een and animals are dependent upon each other. 
(6) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets 
and animals. 
(7) We depend upon the sheep for wool and food. 
(8) People on the farm use cars and horses as means of 
transportation. 
(9) We find pleasure in pets . 
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(10) Enjoying things with other people makes us hap py and 
makes life more interesting. 
c. Sunnnary of Story 
Tim is introduced to a new kind of life - life on the farm. 
He enjoys ·watching the many different animals and birds 
who live on the farm. 
21. Yfl1o Gets the Present? 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understa..'1dings 
(l) Cows provide us iVith milk, 
(2) Men and anj_mals are dependent upon each other. 
(3) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets 
and animals. 
c. Summary of Story 
Jim becomes the proud o\~er of a new born baby calf. 
22. A Present for Mary 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(l) People like to receive presents from the members of the 
family. 
(2) Father tries to provide ways of making his children 
happy. 
(3) Children must share the responsibilities of keeping 
the house clean. 
(4) Figs supply us with food and leather. 
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(.5) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
( 6) Our r esponsibility is to te>l<:e good care of our pets 
and a.nimals . 
c. S~mary of Story 
Father makes Mary happy by presenting her with a baby pi g . 
23. Wobbly Grows Up 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(l) We find pleasure in pets. 
(2) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
(3) Children must share the responsibilities with the 
family in helping to care for the pets and animals. 
(4) :Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
c. S~mary of Story 
Jim takes good care of his pet calf. 
24. ·wobbly and the Pail 
a . Situation - Farm 
b . Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in pet s. 
(2) o·ur responsibility is to take good care of our pets . 
c. S~unmary of Story 
Jim comes to the rescue -of his pet calf who is in trouble. 
25. Funny Little Pi g 
a. Situation -Farm 
b . Understandings 
,' 
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(1) We find pl easure in our pets. 
(2) Our responsibility is to take good care of our animals 
and pets. 
c. Summary of Story 
1:ar y assume s r esponsibility in caring for her pet pi g . 
26 . Ready for Mar .ket 
a . Situation- Farm 
b . Understandings 
(1) The farm produces food. 
(2 ) The f armer us es a truck to transport his produce to 
the markets. 
(3) We are dependent upon the farmer fon our f ood . 
(4) The farmer must be careful in preparing and handling 
foods in order that they may be clean . 
(5) Some people produce food; some pr epare foo d f or our 
use, and some market the f ood. 
( 6) Children must share responsi bili.ties with other members 
of t he f amily in feeding ru1d caring for f arm ani mals. 
(7) Father provides ways of havi ng his children enjoy 
t hemsel ves . 
( 8 ) -v'Jc f ind pleasure in our pet s. 
c. Sum;11ary of Story 
Jim shar es r esponsibilities 1ri t h father i n get t i ng r eady f or 
market . 
27. Hew Books 
a. Si t uat ion - School 
!I b . Understandings 
Children must share responsibilities at school in caring !I 
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(1) 
for plants and birds. 
(2) The teacher makes her living by teaching us to become 
good citizens. 
(3) The teacher is a good friend. 
(4) 1He go to school to learn. 
c. s~~ry of Story 
The teacher has a surprise for the children at school. 
28 . The Rabbit Family 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) Y e must learn to get along >vi th other people at school. 
(2) We must shar e experiences and participate in school 
activities . 
(3) iNe aJ.'e dependent upon each other. 
(4) We f ind nleasure in creating and constructing • . 
(5) We find pleasure in pets. 
(6) Our responsibility is to take good care of pets at 
school. 
(7) By working together at school we learn to practice the 
principles of democratic living - cooperation, good 
sportsmanship, s el f control, majority rule and con-
:! sideration for the riehts of others. 
~==+=======~=== 
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(8) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier 
and more interesting. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children enjoy working together in carrying out a school 
activity. 
29. Puff Gives Don a Surprise 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) Children find pleasure in pet rabbits. 
(2) Our responsibility to our pets at school is to provide 
a comfortab~e home, regular .and correct feeding, plenty 
of fresh water, s afety, and a place for rest .. amd 
exercise. 
c. Summary of Story 
Children at school have a pleasant surprise. Five baby 
rabbits are born at school. 
30. Pets at School 
a. Situation - School 
b . Understandings 
(1) The teacher provides ways of making children enjoy 
themselves at school. 
(2) We must participate in school activities. 
(3) We find pleasure in pets. 
(4) Our responsibility is to take good care of our pets. 
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(5) Enjoying things with others makes life happier and 
more interesting . 
(6) Everybody n~eds recreation. · Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps 
us to develop right social habits. 
c. Summary of Story 
The children bring their pets to school for a day. 
31. Making Animal s 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(l) Man invented the gasoline shovel to make his work 
easier and to do his work f aster. 
(2) The gasolihe _shovel does the work of many men. It digs 
the g round. 
(3) The community provides a playground to keep the school 
children safe. 
(4) We respect the working man. He works hard to make his 
living. 
(5) The workingman is a fri end. He helps provide ways of 
making us enjoy ourselves. 
(6 ) Children find pleasure in making things with cl~. 
(7) The teacher provides ways of making children at school 
enjoy themselves. 
(8) We must share experiences and participate in school 
activities. 
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(9) Through school activities we learn to practice the 
principles of democratic living - cooperation, good 
sportsmanship~. self control, and consideration for the 
rights of others. 
(10) Enjoying things with other people makes us happy and 
makes life more interesting . 
c. Summary of Story 
The children enjoy making animals from clay. 
32~ Party Plans 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) The teacher provides ways for children to enjoy them-
selves at school. 
(2) We must share experiences and participate in school 
activities. 
(3) We must assume our share of responsibility in preparing 
for a party at school. 
(4) We find pleasure in parties. 
(5) We find pleasure in making pictures. 
c. Summary of Story 
The children make plans for an animal party at school. 
33. The Party 
a. Situation - School 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in parties. 
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(2) Children find pleasure in games and music. 
(3:) Children find pleasure in funny costumes. 
(4) Everybody need's :,recreation. Having good times together 
makes our minds and our bodies more healthy and helps 
us to develop right social habits. 
(5) Enjoying things with other people mck es life happier 
and more interesting . 
(6) Through play activities we learn to pr actice the prin-
ciples of democratic living - cooperation, fair play, 
good sportsmanship, majority rule, self control, and 
consideration for the rights of others. 
(?) People f i nd ~leasure in sharing with others. 
c. Summ~ry of Story 
The children have fun at an animal party at school. 
VII . The Alice and Jerry Books 
A. The New Friendly Village - Second Reader 
l. All on a Summer's Day 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) A community consists of groups of ~eople living and 
working together. 
(2) In every community there are different types of build-
ings used by different groups of people . 
(3) A successful community life depends upon the people in 
the community gettihg along with one another. 
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c. Summary of Story 
A description of Friendly Village - a com~unity where 
people live happily together. 
2. A House to Clean 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) Mother is a helper. She cleans the house and keeps it 
in order. 
(2) Neighbors are good friends to have. They help each 
other in time of need. 
(3) Children find pleasure in dogs. 
c. Summary of Story 
Mother works hard to keep t he house clean and in order. 
3. A Ride for Penny 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) Children can earn money by helping their neighbors. 
(2) Children can be helpers. They can help their nei ghbors 
in time of need. 
c~ Summary of Story 
Alice and Jerry help a busy neighbor by taking care of the 
baby. 
4. A Roof To !lend 
a. Situat ion - Community 
' 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in t he community work hard to keep their homes 
beautiful and in order. 
(2) Y!e must get along with our neighbors. 
c. Summary of Story 
Alice and Jerry get into trouble when they try to help lf~ . 
Day. 
5. Treasure in a Hole 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) Enjoying things with others makes us happier and makes 
life more interesting. 
(2) We find pleasure in pets. 
(3) People in the community provide ways of giving us 
pleasure. 
(4) People in a community are dependent upon one another . 
(5) There are different kinds of stores in a community. 
(6) The storeman is a helper. While making his living he 
helps the group in the community to live better. 
c. Summary of Story 
Alice and Jerry have fun digging for treasure. 
6. Who Is Dolly? 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) Mother prepares meals for the family. 
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(2') We must learn to get along with our neighbors. 
(3) 1'"e find pleasure in animals. 
(4) Men and animals are dependent upon one another. 
c. The curiosity of Alice and Jerry is satisfied when they 
discover that Dolly is a horse. 
7. Fun with Old Dolly 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find plea.stU'e in animals. 
(2) The milkman depends upon the horse to pull his wagon. 
(3) Our r esponsibility is to tal<:e good care of our anima.ls. 
(4)The milkman is a helper . He brings milk to our home 
each day. 
(5) We respect the milkman. He helps the group in the 
community to live better. 
c. Sunw1ary of Story 
Alice and Jerry enjoy the rides on Dolly's back. 
8. The Circus Comes to Tovrr1 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) One of the important activities going on in the circus 
is advertising . 
(2) We find pleasure in the circus. 
(3) People in the community provide ways for us to enjoy 
ourselves. 
(4) We find pleasure in circus animals . 
(5) Men and animals are dependent upon one another . 
(6) Our responsibili ty is to take good care of our animal s . 
(7) The bl acksmith is a commlmity hel per. He makes his 
living by shoeing horses . 
( 8) We respect the blacksmith. He works hard to make an 
honest living . 
c. s~~ary of Story 
Alice and Jerry are sad because they can't see the cirdus . 
I,~r . Andrews makes them forget the circus by allo1'1Ting them 
to ride on Dolly ' s back . 
10. The Circus Parade 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) In every cornnunity there are many different ki nds of 
buildings. 
(2) There are churches in every commupity. 
(3) We find pl easure in a circus par ade . 
(4) The tent is a kind of shelter. 
(5) Wagons are a means of t rcmsportation in the circus . 
(6 ) Peopl e in the community work t ogether to provide ways 
of enjoying themselves . 
c. Summary of Story 
Dolly joins the circus parade "'Tith Alice and Jerry on her 
back . 
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11. Old Circus Horse 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(l) The clo1vn makes his living by c;ntertaining people. 
(2 ) Ever ybody needs recreation . Ravine good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more heal thy. 
( 3) ~Ye f ind pleasure in the circus. 
(4) Our responsibility is to take good care of circus 
animal s . 
(5) Circus peopl e are well pr epar ed f or their work. 
(6) The circus artists a r e highly ski lled, and become so 
onl y after much hard work, study, and practice . 
(7) i;Ve must respect the circus people. They work h§.!'d to 
entertain us. 
c. Sum.1nary of Story 
Alice and Jerry enjoy the circus . 
12 . Dolly Joins the Circus 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(l) Men use different ki nds of horses for different kinds 
of w-or k . 
(2) The automobile is used to transport milk from house 
t o house . 
c. Summary of Story 
Hr. Andrews , the mil kman, delivers milk in hi s old car, 
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after sellu1g Dolly, an ol d circus horse, to the circus. 
13. Seven O'Clock in the Horning 
a . Situation - Home 
b . Unde r standings 
(1) VIe must hel p at home by sharing vmrk. 
( 2) People in the com111uni ty help each other by caring for 
the property of their friends when they are mvay. 
c • Swmnary of Stor y 
Jerry has an exciting experience driving a strange goat 
from his friend 's garden. 
14. Ei ght 0 'Cl ock in the M:orning 
a . Situation - Home 
b . Understandings 
(1) Mother is a hel per . She works hard keeping the house 
clean and orderly. 
(2) Our neighbors are our friends. They hel p us in time of 
need. 
(3) Everybody needs recreation. It maces our mi nds and 
our bodies more heal thy . 
(4) Gar dening is a f orm of recreation. 
(5) We find pleasure in the out-of- doors . 
c. Summary of Story 
A goat ups ets ]l)rs . Hill's kitchen. 
15. Ten O'Clock in the Morning 
a. Situation - Com.munity 
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b . Unders t andings 
(1) ~e are dependent upon the farmer for food . 
(2) We respect t he farmer. He wor ks very har d to malce an 
honest living . 
(3) The farmer, while making a living, helps the cooonunity 
to live better. 
(4) The storeman i s a helper. He mw<es his living by 
buying and selling . 
(5 ) There are many activities going on in a store , such as 
buyinc and selling, cl eaning, advertising, and arrangi ng 
stock. 
(6) Attractive displays help to s ell goods . 
(7) People in a commlmity are dependent upon one another. 
c. SQ~~ary of Story 
1 mischievous goat creates much excitement among t he pepple 
of the village . 
16 . The End of It All 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) In every community people make a living in many dif-
fer ent ways . 
( 2 ) I1.ien make a living by t aking photographs of people. 
(3) Chil dren find pleasur e in wagons. 
(4) i[fe find pl easure in animals . 
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(5) Our r esponsibility is t o t ake good care of our animals . 
(6) 1He muS:t learn to practice the princi:9les of democracy-
good sportsmanship and fai r play. 
(7) Enjoying thi ngs with other people mm<e s life happier 
and mor e i nteresting . 
c. Summary of Story 
The children in Friendly Village have fun riding in the 
little red wagon drawn by a mischievous. goat . 
17 • Dan and Granny 
a . Situation- Home 
b . Understru1din~ s 
(1) The cabin is a kind of shelter used in the mounteins. 
(2) The climate and locat i on inf luence the type of home , 
<md building, and mat er ials used . 
(3 ) In .the mountains, homes are designed for comfort, con-
venience , and durability . 
(4) In the mountains , people use trails instead of roads 
for · travel. 
(5) Many peopl e live and work together i n the villa ge at 
t he foot of the mountains. 
(6) Enjoying things with others makes us happier and life 
more interesting ·. 
(7) We f ind pleasure in games . 
( 8) Hen and animals are dependent upon one en other. 
(9) We depend on the cow f or food . 
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(10) Our responsibility is t o t ake good care of our animals. 
c. Summar y of Story 
Dan and Gr anny, who live in t he mo1m.tains, make t heir o-vm 
entertainment vvhen they are lonely . 
18 • The Peddler 
a. Sit uation - Home 
b . Understandings 
(1) The mountaih peddler makes his living by selling all 
kinds of e oods. 
(2) The peddler, while mru<ing his living, helps the people 
in t he mountains to live better. 
(3) People are dependent upon one another. 
(4) Articles bought and sold change hru1ds many times. 
( 5) People are ready to trade s omething they make f or some-
thing they need. 
(6) People in one com..rnunity keep in touch ·with people in 
other c o~1unities by traveling, and by receiving and 
sending messages. 
(7) We f ind pleasure in sharing with others. 
( 8) ffe fi..11d pleasure in making other people happy . 
( 9) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier 
and more interesting . 
c. Summar y of Story 
Granny and Dan enjoy a visit Ydt h the peddler. 
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19. Neighbors on the Mountain 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(l) We must learn to get along 1tith our neighbors. 
(2) Ve find pleasure in paying visits to neighbors. 
(3) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier 
and more interesting . 
(4) Vfe . find pleasure in songs and g mes . 
()) Men depend upon mules as a means of transportation in 
the mountains. 
( 6) J:Een depend upon mules to help them with their work . 
(7) People in the mountains go to the village stores at 
t he foot of the mount ains to buy and sell. 
(8) Travel and transp9rtation in the mountains is by horse 
or mule. 
(9) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
c. Summary of Story 
Dan and Granny enjoy their new neighbors in the mountains . 
20. In The Village 
a . Situation - Community 
g. Understandings 
(l) We find pleasure in music. 
(2) Men make a living by buying and selling mules. 
(3) Our responsibility is to take good care of animals who 
work for us. 
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(4) There are different kinds of stores in the village at 
the foot of the mountain . 
( 5) We find pleasure in giving presents • . · 
(6) Men depend upon mules to do hard work in the mountains. 
(7) People travel by horse and mule . in the mountains. 
( 8) Men a nd animals are dependent upon one ana ther • 
(9) Men use mules as a means of transportation in the 
mountains. 
c. Summary of Story 
Dan and Uncle Andy go shopping in the village store at the 
foot of the mountain. 
21. Home to the Mountains 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People go to the mountain for rest and recreation. 
(2) People find pleasure in mountain climbing . 
c. Su.mmary of Stor y 
IvJ.r. Carl r eturns to the mountains to spend the Slll1Lrn.er. 
22. Mouhtain Tunes 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in song and music. 
(2) Enjoying things with other people makes life happy- and 
makes life more interesting . 
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(3) Recreation is necessary. Having good times together 
mru(es our bodies and our minds more healthy. 
(4) People provide ways of making us enjoy ourselves. 
(5) People find pleasure in giving . 
c. Surpmary of Story 
Mr. Carl entertains his friends with his fiddle . 
23. The Voice at the Door 
a. Situation - Community 
b . · Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in music and dancing . 
(2) Enjoying things v.ri th other people makes life happier 
and makes life more interesting • 
. (3) Hecreation is necessary, Having good times t ogether 
makes our bodies and our minds more heal thy. 
c. Summary of Story 
The peddler and Mr. Carl enjoy dancing to the tunes played 
on the fiddle by Dan. 
24. Oh, for a Fiddle 
a. Situation - Home 
b. Understandings 
(1) 'Ne find pleasure in musical instruments . 
( 2) People iri the mountains ·work hard to get the necessities 
of life. 
c. Summary of Story 
Dan yearns to oV'm a fiddle from which he derives great 
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pleasure. 
25. The Fiddling Bee 
a. Situation - Co~~unity 
b. Understandings 
(1) Ever ybody needs recreation. Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and hel ps 
us to develop right social habits. 
(2) People in the cownunity work together to provide 1vays 
of enjoying t hemselves. 
(3) Enjoying things 1rith other people makes life happier 
and mor e i nteresting . 
(4 ) We find pleo,sure in music and dances. 
c. Summary 
Dan is delighted to pl ay the fiddle at the f i ddling bee . 
26. Time To Go 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) We f ind pleasure in giving and receiving . 
(2) People provide ways of making other people happy . 
c. Sn~alJT of Story 
btr. . Carl makes Dan happy by giving his fiddle to Dan on 
his birthday. 
27. Great News 
a . Situation - Farm 
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b . UnderstCL.1d.ings 
(1) We must get along >rith our neighbors. 
(2) Enj oying things vrrth our friends makes life happier 
and makes life interesting . 
c. Summar y of Story 
Jack prepares for his trip to a ranch out west . 
28 • Cowboy Jack 
a. Situation - Transportation 
b. Understandings · 
(1) People travel to different parts of the country on 
passenger trains. 
(2) Many people work together to make travel rapi d, safe, 
and comfortable. 
(3) Passenger trains have sleeping and eating accommodations 
(4) Tr ains travel th:rough many different kinds of co:mnuni-
ties. 
(5) In every community there are different types of build-
ings used b;-' different groups of people. 
(6) A ranch is a big farm in the Great Plains. 
(7) People wear clothing suited t o t heir vrorl~ . 
c. SQmmary of Story 
Father and Jack travel by train to Uncle Bill's ranch in 
the Great Plains. 
29 . Cowboys 
a. Situation - Farm 
~====;F==================================--~~ 
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b. Understandings 
(1) Climate and location influence the _type of homes and 
building materials used. 
(2) Houses in one community differ from houses in other 
communities in plc:.n, materials, and use. 
(3) There are many kinds of buildings used for different 
purposes on a ranch. 
(4) The cook is a helper. ~Vhile mru{ing his living, he helps 
the group to live better. 
(5) The cook is a helper to whom we owe respect. 
(6) The cook is well pr epared for his work . 
(7) Everybody needs recreation . Having good times together 
makes our bodies and our minds more healthy and helps 
us to develop right social habits. 
( 8) People in the COI!11!luni ty vvork together to provide ways 
of entertaining themselves. 
(9) We find pleasure in son[ and music. 
(10) Cowboys are helpers. They make a living by caring for 
cattle. 
(11) We respect the cowboys. 
(12) Men m1d animals are dependent upon one another. 
(13) Our responsibility is to take good care of our animals . 
(14) Animals are a source of food and clothing . 
c. Summary of Story 
Jack meets the cowboys on the ranch, and becomes adjusted 
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to his life on the ranch. 
30 . The Cow Pony 
a . Situation - Far m 
b. Understandings 
(1) Our responsibility is to ta~e good care of our animals. 
(2) Horses and ponies are a means of transportation on a 
range . 
(3) Men and animals are dependent upon one another. 
c. Summary of Story 
Jack learns to ride a cow pony on the range. 
31. A Day on the Range 
a . Sit uation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) Men and animals are dependent upon each other. 
( 2) Our r esponsibility is to take good care of our animals. 
(3) People on the ranch hel~ the group in the co~~unity to 
live better by preventing fires. 
(4) The cowboy is well pr epared for his work . 
(5) Cattle are a source of our food and clothing . 
(6) Cowboys depend upon the horse for transportation. 
c. Summary of Story 
Jack ride s the range all day, and learns to throw a rope. 
32. Singing Boy 
a. Situation - Farm 
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b. Understandings 
(1) Indians must have food, clothing, shelter, and tools 
in order to live. 
(2) Types of homes, dress, food, and work vary because 
people adapt needs to raw materials of the environment. 
(3) Animals supply us with many things. 
(4) Animals are necessary to our welfare. 
(5) Men and animals are dependent upon one another . 
( 6) Indians make a living by s elling things they make. 
c. Sununary of Story 
This sto~J tells about the life of a Navaho far~ly. It 
describes the work of each member of the family. 
33 . The Feast of Thanksgiving 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1) The Indians find pleasure in ceremonies, feasts, and 
dancing . 
(2) Everybody needs recreation. It makes the body and mind 
more healthy and helps to develop the right social 
habits. 
(3) Enjoying things with other people makes life happier 
and more interesting. 
(4) The Indians use horses as a means of trru1sportation. 
(5) Men and animals are dependent upon one another. 
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(6) Somet imes we must mrure sacrifices to meet our respon-
sibilities. 
(7) Our responsibility is to take care of our animals. 
c. Summary of Story 
Singing Boy, the Indian boy, sacrifices his pleasures to 
care for his pony. 
34. The Sky-Blue Stones 
a. Situation - Farm 
b . Understandings 
(1) A trading post is a store where goods are bought and 
sold . 
(2) Articles bought and sold change hands many times . 
(30 Our r esponsibility is to take good care of our animals. 
(L~) Animals are a source of food and clothing . 
c. Summary of Story 
Singing Boy receives a reward for caring for his friends' 
animals. 
35. The Silver Bracelet 
a. Situation - Farm 
b. Understandings 
(1) Indians make a living by selling things they make. 
(2) The Indians are skilled craftsmen. 
c. Summary of Story 
Singing Boy makes a silver bracelet. 
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36. The Trading Post 
a. Situation - Comm~~ity 
b . Understandings 
(l) There are many activities going on at the trading post, 
such as buying, selling, and displaying goods. 
(2) People are ready to trade something they make for some-
thing they need m1d want . 
(3) People in one community keep in touch ivi th people in 
other communities by traveling and by trading . 
(4) All communit ies need the products and help of other 
CO!Ihllunities and people. l'Jo community can be entirely 
self-suff icient. 
(5) The Indians use the horse as a means of transportat i on . 
(6) We find pleasure in giving presents . 
( 7) It•Iany people work together to make travel by train r2.pid, 
safe, and comfortable. 
c. Summary of Story 
Jack goes to the trading post where he trades vdth the 
Indians. 
37. Summer by the Sea 
a. Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(l) We find pleasure in the seashore. 
(2) Vfe find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
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(3) We must have recreation. It makes our bodies and our 
minds more healthy. 
c. Surmnar y of Story 
Bobby and Billy take their first trip to the seashore. 
38 . Captain Lee 
a . Situation - Con~unity 
b . Understandings 
(1) The captain of a ship is well prepared for his work. 
(2) The captain of a ship is a helper. He helps the com-
munity to live better by transporting goods to and 
from different countries. 
(3) The sea is a source of food. 
c. Surrunary of Story 
Bobby and Billy enjoy the seashore with Captain Lee. 
39. Mr. Crab 
a. Situation - Con~unity 
b. Understandings 
(1) The sea is a source of food. 
(2) Enjoying things 1vith other people m~ces life happier 
and more interesting . 
(3) The fisherman i s a helper. While m~ing a living, he 
helps the people in the community to live better . 
(4) We owe respect to the fisherman. 
\5) The fisherman is well prepared f or his work . 
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(6) People are dependent upon each other for food. 
(7) Enj oying things vath other people mru{eS life happier 
and more interestin~ . 
c. Summary of Story 
Bobby and Billy are invited to Captain Lee's house for 
dinner. 
1$:). Seashore Surprises 
a . Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in the community work together to provide ways 
of enjoying themselves. 
(2 ) The seashore is a source of food . 
(3') People find pleasure in the seashore and the out-of-
doors. 
c . Summary of Story 
Captain Lee takes Bobby and Billy to the seashore to dig for 
clams. 
41. The Clambake 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People in the corrnnunity work together to provide ways 
of enjoying themselves. 
(2) People find pleasure in clambakes. 
(J) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
. I 
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(4) Enj oying things 1ti th other peopl e makes lif e happier 
and more i nter esting . 
c . Summary of Story 
Billy and Bobby attend their first cl ambake. 
42 . Captain Sandy 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(1 ) En,loying things ·with other people makes life happier 
and more interesting . 
(2) We find pl easure in giving . 
c . Summar y of Story 
Capt ain Sandy brines a present, a monkey from South 
America, to Mrs. Lee. 
4J . Ol d Friends 
a . Situation - Community 
b . Understandings 
(l) We find pleasure in meeti ng old friends. 
(2) Enjoying things wi t h others makes life happier and 
more i nteresting . 
(J) The cook is a helper. She prepares meals for the 
family. 
(4) We r espect the cook. 
(5) The cook i s well pr epar ed for her work. 
c. Summary of Story 
Paddy f i nds use for all the things he carries i n his 
pockets. 
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44. Luch.7 Turtle 
a. Si tuation - Corrnnuni ty 
b . Understandings 
(1) We find pleasure in the out-of-doors. 
(2) Children find pleasure in animals. 
(3) Enjoying t hings with others makes life happier amd 
more interesting . 
c . Sturumary of Story 
The turtle helps. the boys find many thihgs. 
45 . The Old Cobbler Shop 
a. Situation - Community 
b. Understandings 
(1) People are dependent upon each other. 
(2) The cobbler is a helper. He mends shoes for the 
people i n the community. 
(3) The cobbler makes a living by mending shoes. 
(4) The cobbler is well prepared for his 1J\Drk . 
(5) We must r espect the cobbler. 
c . Summary of Story 
l!Tr . Cc:-LY'l and the children of Friendly Village exchange 
stories in Cobbler Jim's shop. 
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Data on Reading 
For Meaning 
TABLE II 
• Come Along ·On ~'fe Go 
~econd Reader - Level 1 Second Reader - Level 2 
Home Situations 1 1 
School Situations 0 0 
Co~~unity Situations 5 1 
Farm Situations 0 1 
Transportation 0 0 
Number of social 
study si tuations 
in book 6 3 
----~------~-~----~-- ---------------~--~~-- -----------------~--------
JJ.mber of pages 253 253 
1 umber of words 224 224 
introduced 
Number of stories 11 11 
in book 
Number of unit s 3 3 
Number of people 46 49 
i ntroduced 
Number of animal s 12 16 
introduced 
1Paul IEcKee, Lucil le 1•I . Harrison, ArLnie McCowen, Elizabeth Lehr. 
Reading For Meaning, Houghton Mifflin Compan;r: B.Oston, 1949 
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TABLE III 
Data on Developmental 
Reading Series 
Home Situations 
School Si tuati ons 
CommQnity Situati ons 
Farm Situati ons 
Transportation 
Nu1nber of social 
study situations 
in book 
Number of pages 
1' umber of words 
introduced 
Nu,11ber of stories 
in book 
Nmnber of units 
Nmnber of people 
intr oduced 
Numbe of animals 
introduced 
1 Dovvn Our 'lay 
Second Reader 
2 
5 
14 
10 
0 
31 
252 
295 
46 
6 
36 
26 
1Guy L. Bond, Grace L. Alder, :!Iari e C. Cuddy, Kathleen ;rise. 
I Devel::n:_:ading Series, Lyons and ~arnaha~, New York , 1949 
===#r 
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TABLE IV 
Data on Today 1s 
Work- Play Books 
Home Situations 
School Situati ons 
Community Situations 
Farm Situations 
Transportation 
Number of social 
study situations 
in book 
l~umber of pages 
Number of words 
introduced 
Number oi' stories 
in book 
Number of units 
Number of people 
i ntroduced 
Number of ani mals 
i ntr oduced 
I 
lFriends and Workers 
Second Reader 
0 
1 
3 
2 
3 
9 
245 
322 
21 
6 
33 
14 
~- -------------------~ 
1Arthur I. Gat es , l.'!:uriel C. Potter , Celeste C. Peardon . Today 1 s 
Yiork-Fl ay Bo ; ks , The Eacmillan Company , New Yor k , 1946 
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Dat a on Curriculum 
Foundation Series 
Home Situations 
School Situations 
Community Situations 
Farm Situ ations 
Transportation 
Nu.1"'!',ber of social stu 
situations in book 
l, umber of page s 
:Number of words 
introduced 
N"Lunber of stories 
in b ook 
Number of units 
Nlunber of people 
introduced 
Number of animal s 
introduced 
TABLE V 
1Friends and Neighbors 
Second Reader-Level 1 
3 
1 
15 
2 
2 
cy 23 
239 
236 
41 
5 
38 
21 
More Friends and 
Neighbors 
Second Reader -Level 2 
l 
2 
15 
2 
0 
20 
239 
327 
39 
5 
58 
16 
\villiam S. Gray, May Hi ll Arbutlmot. Basi c Readers: Curriculum 
Foundation Series, Scott, Foresmen and Company, New York, 1941 
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TABLE VI 
Data on Laidlaw 
Basic Readers 
1947 Edition 
Home Situations 
School Situations 
Community Situation l: 
Farm Situations 
T:ransportation 
Number of sociel 
study situations 
in book 
Number of pages 
Number of words 
introducec~ 
Number of stories 
in book 
Nu.'llber of units 
Number of people 
introduced 
Number of animals 
introduced 
1
stories We Like 
Second Reader 
0 
1 
4 
1 
0 
6 
256 
411 
51 
8 
49 
19 
1Gerald Yoclcam, Kathleen Hester, Louise Abney. Laidlaw Basic 
Readers 1947 Edition, Laidlaw Brothers , Inc . , NeiT York, 1947 
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Data on The 
Gi nn Basic Readers 
Home Situations 
School Situations 
Community Si tuations 
Farm Sit at ions 
Transportation 
r umber of social 
study situations 
in book 
umber of pages 
N1mber of words 
introduced 
Num er of stories 
i n b ook 
Number of units 
Number of people 
introduced 
Number of ani mal s 
i ntroduced 
TABLE VII 
1~Te .A:re Neighbors 
Reader 2, Level l 
3 
0 
15 
l 
4 
23 
239 
235 
41 
7 
51 
17 
1Around The Corner 
Reader 2 , Level 2 
l 
13 
4 
4 
26 
239 
240 
37 
7 
80 
30 
l odill e Ousl ey a.n d Davi d H. R'1s sell. The Ginn Basi c Readers , 
Gi nn a.nd Company, Boston, 1948 
--
TABLE VIII 
Data on The Ahce 
and Jerry Books 
Home Situations 
School Situations 
Cownunity Situati on ~ 
Farm Situat ions 
Trans ~ortation 
Number of social 
studies situations 
i n book 
Nu.rnber of pages 
Humber of words 
i nt roduced 
1·Tunber of st ories 
i n book 
Number of uniti> 
Number of people 
introduced 
Number of .omimal s 
i ntroduced 
lThe Nevr Frien dly 
Village 
7 
0 
29 
7 
1 
44 
~·--------------------~ 
256 
396 
52. 
10 
58 
13 
1:t .~abel 0 ' Donnell . The A ; ce and Jerry Books, Row, Peterson 
an Company, Evanston , Illinois, 1948 
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CHAPTER V 
SUNLI'v1AI?.Y 
Basal r eading seri es cont ain material of val ue i n teachi nr the 
soci al studi es in the second gr ade . Reading is a useful to~ for learn-
ing social studies . Utilizing the basic series i s one way of l aying 
the founda tion.s of the social studies in gr ade tYro . l~o st of these 
series ar e divided i nto unit s accordi ng t o major themes . They include 
material s which gi ve c:m understanding of lite · I n all the series the 
authors emphasize social ideas . 
In anal yz i ng .the second gr ade basic r eaders the social situati ons 
ar e classified under t he foll mving f i ve categor y headi ngs : home , school 
community, f ar m, and t r ansportat i on . 
Table IX shows t he number of stories i n each categor y i n each book 
analyzed . 
In Table X, the nwnber and per centage 01.· stories in each book t hat 
have s ocial studies situati ons are l i s ted. 
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TABLE IX 
I'hU1lber of Stories in Each Category in Each Book Analyzed 
Name of Book Home School Cormrrunity Farm Transportation 
Come Along l 0 .S 0 
I 
0 
On \life Go l 0 l l 0 
We Are Neighbors 3 0 15 1 ~. 
Around The Corner 4 l 13 4 4 
Stories We Like 0 1 4 1 0 
\ 
Friends and Workers 0 1 3 2 3 
Fr iends and Neighbors 3 l 15 2 2 
More Friends and Neighbors l 2 15 2 0 
DoV'm Our Way 2 r.: 14 10 0 / 
The l1lew Friendl y Village 7 0 29 7 l 
. 
-.. 
-
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~ 
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TABLE X 
Number and Percentage of Stories i n Each Book That Have Social Studies Situations 
Name of Book 
Come Along 
On V!e Go · 
We Are Neighbors 
Around The Corner 
Stories ~e Like 
Friends and Vlorkers 
Friends and Neighbors 
~.!ore Friends and Nei ghbors 
Down Our Way 
The New Friendly Village 
Total Number of Number of Stories v~i th 
Stories in Book Social Studi es Situati ons 
ll I' 0 
ll 3 
41 23 
37 26 
51 6 
21 0 / 
41 23 
39 20 
L~6 31 
52 44 
Per Cent of Stories vwi th 
Social Studies 
Situations 
54 .55 
27.27 
56.10 
70.27 
ll. 76 
42. 86 
56.10 
51 .28 
67 .39 
84 .62 
I-' 
:JI 
I-' 
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